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National Awards for e-Governance 2013-14
CATEGORY- Outstanding performance in Citizen Centric Service Delivery

1. Main Application Form
Name of the Organization:

Government of Andhra Pradesh (GoAP)

Name of the Department:

Department of Information and Technology, Secretariat.

Name of the Project:

MEE SEVA (AT YOUR SERVICE), easier and faster

Award(s) Applying for:

Outstanding performance in Citizen-Centric Service Delivery

Objective of the project:

The objective of Mee Seva is to provide smart, citizen centric, ethical,
efficient and effective governance facilitated by technology. The initiative
involves universal and non-discriminatory delivery of all government services
to Citizens & Businessmen of all strata and improved efficiency, transparency
and accountability for the government. The initiative entails transformed
government-citizen interface at all levels of administration with shared
governance models by breaking down the silos to build up an integrated
service delivery platform.

Date of Launch of Project:

Mee Seva started with 10 services in November, 2011 has now touched 153
services. Conceptualization, Designing and implementation of Mee Seva
started in May 2011 and initially targeted more desirable, high transaction
citizen services. It has now evolved as an all-encompassing model covering
most of the departments converging into a value added technology-driven
good governance initiative.

Beneficiary of the Project: Citizens, Businessmen & the Governance System at large.
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(i)

Situation before the initiative

Before MeeSeva started, Government service delivery systems were manual and opaque. Citizens recalled
memories of difficulties in accessing Government offices mired in tedious office processes and longer time
lags in service delivery. Scenes of overcrowded government offices with unfriendly employees combined
with chronic absenteeism, inefficiency in service delivery, long queues, resultant delays and rent seeking
were common. In addition, the focus in administration was more on following procedures and keeping
records than catering to the needs of citizens; thus losing the vision and treating citizen as subject rather
than object of development.
In the country like ours, the dependency of citizens for various welfare benefits is very high and the process
being mired in red tape and in paper form made the interface frustrating for citizens leaving scope for
corruption at all levels.
Government records like land records, registration records, birth/death registrations, municipal
permissions etc., which were essential aids in getting benefits under various welfare programmes lied
archived in unidentifiable sheaths and bundles of papers. This made retrieval a time-consuming and
difficult process. Since majority of the citizens claiming social benefits belong to the disadvantaged sections
of the society, this resulted in their becoming mute spectators to the ignominy constantly heaped upon
them. Their social exclusion made them take to the streets resulting in massive mass movements in India
against corruption.
The power of IT was primarily under-utilized and most of the departments had ineffective interfaces for
service delivery to the citizens. Government employees too were not satisfied as the system induced
drudgery and lack of occupational motivation was affecting overall productivity.
Meanwhile, the Information Technology and Communication infrastructure in AP was growing at a brisk
pace. Information Technology is generally being considered as an essential and indispensable instrument to
accomplish the objective of rejuvenating existing Government Service delivery mechanism for good
Governance. GoAP had initiated save in 2001 with the intention to provide convenience to citizens
incorporating IT driven systematic changes in government procedures. eSeva was started to provide bill
payment services for various Government Departments and Private organizations in urban parts of the
State. Though eSeva succeeded in reducing the drudgery of bill-payments, it was still serving like a 'postoffice'; accepting applications, sending by post to the concerned office, receiving back and then handing
over to the citizens without any integrated service delivery model.
Subsequently Common Service Centers (CSCs) were established to extend similar benefits to the rural
Citizens of the State as part of the National e-Governance Project (NeGP) of Government of India. But lack
of services roll out and general apathy of the departments made them completely unviable and hardly
anybody survived. The infrastructure created under NeGP like State Data Centre, State Wide Area Network
was also grossly underutilized.
The process of metamorphosis of e seva to MeeSeva started with this backdrop. The idea was to make use
of the infrastructure created and push various departments to align with such thinking. The selection of
departments depended on the extent of citizen centricity of such departments. The focus of e governance
was tweaked to identify the services and set in motion a process of business process reengineering to
support such service delivery. MeeSeva was brought in to bring in true convergence of all the NeGP
initiatives in rendering G2C services in a transparent, fast and secure way.
(ii)

Strategy Adopted

The Government of Andhra Pradesh (GoAP) is one of the states that took early initiatives to reform
governance with the help of technology enabled processes. The government came out with a Governance
Reforms and Public Management Strategy with a commitment to transform governance and provide a
citizen centric, clean, genuine and caring government. The strategy focused on commitment,
accountability, responsiveness and inclusiveness of the governance systems. The approach of GoAP aimed
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at establishing an accountable and transparent public administration system, which could ensure effective
service delivery to the citizens, both rural and urban. In order to bring in accountability, transparency and
responsiveness in administration, the GoAP undertook a baseline study involving various stakeholders as
discussed below:
Identifying Focus Departments
The government departments with high public interface were identified, which included Revenue, Police,
Urban Local Bodies, Health, Education, Social welfare, Rural development etc. Issues and problems faced by
the citizens to access information, services and other benefits from these departments were identified.
Special teams were set up like Strategy & Performance Innovation Units (SPIUs) to play a key role in
facilitating the process of change required for heralding governance reforms in the concerned departments
in specific and across the government in general.
Citizen Concerns
Delivery of Government services to citizens (G2C) is one of the most important functions of Government.
Resident records are required for various purposes like claiming reservations, loans from Banks,
scholarships and other social benefits. Due to large demand and lack of transparency and monitoring in the
processing of request, corruption was breeding along with the mushrooming of various agents and touts
holding the citizen to ransom in a monopolistic environment.
Innovation in Organization/Technology Model
Mee Seva approach to service delivery needed a complete transformation in capacity which was
strategized to be achieved by bringing in Innovation in organizational and Technological Model. A complete
realization that the process had to move through all the stages starting from visioning and leading to a
sustainable model of service delivery was the cornerstone of the overall strategy. This was done by going
through with the following cycle department after department.

Technology driven efforts were planned, assigned and implemented for various departments to increase
efficiency in service delivery; department processes were re-engineered considering feasibility of
implementation and participation from various stakeholders was ensured for problem solving and decision
making. Resource utilization was maximized by incorporating innovative procedures and expanding domain
expertise among government departments to increase their overall capacity. MeeSeva approach also made
it possible to achieve multiple economies of scale, scope and learning leading to enhanced capacities and
ease of expansion as illustrated below.
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Technology & Architecture
Mee Seva Functional Architecture

The entire solution is hosted in a state of art State Data Center with a robust infrastructure. As the
developed system is a web based one, deployed at a central location, it is easily accessible by all the
stakeholders, anytime and anywhere.
The n-tier web-based solution, i.e. Web based application was developed along with PKI Engine and
Payment Processing systems. Current system also allowed flexibility to scale up horizontally or vertically
based on future needs and requirements of Government as well as Departments.
At the Kiosk or SCA end citizens request for services. These requests are routed through the web services to
the respective departments.
For the services offered by any department, the department user has to log into either the departmental
portal, if it exists or Mee Seva directly with secure user id, password and digital certificate wherein he can
see all the requests submitted by the citizens at various centres like APOnline/eSeva/CSC. The entire
process is through a single sign on for allowing seamless movement through various interfaces and
systems.
The department user processes all the requests by conducting field verification and updates the status and
remarks accordingly on the Mee Seva portal.
This application for implementation of these kinds of programs reduces lot of manual efforts in
consolidating the data and makes decision-making become fast & easy besides providing integration
between heterogeneous systems cutting across departments.
Roll Out/Implementation Model
The project works on an Integrated Service Delivery Model to provide a single entry point for a wide range
of services to the citizens, “easier and faster”. The Project brings in a digital PKI enabled integrated
architecture through multiple service delivery points by fusing in the various pre-existing state initiatives
with the Mission-mode Projects like State Data Center (SDC), State Wide Area Network (SWAN) and
Common Service centers (CSCs) of the National eGovernance Plan (NeGP) of Government of India. Large
scale digitization of records was performed, wherever digital databases were not available in government
departments.
The following broad strategies were adopted for implementation of Mee Seva:
 Inter departmental coordination meetings - Meetings with key Departments to take them on board at
the very inception.
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 Categorization of services - High volume, high impact and most desirable services for the citizens were
prioritized to be delivered across the counter by accessing the departmental databases. These services
were classified as Category A (Across the counter services). The balance services involving mandatory
Departmental work-flow and field verification were classified as Category B services. The distinction is
based on certain parameters which are further elaborated below:
Category-A




These are the services to be given across the counter by the Kiosk operator.
No supporting documents required to be given at the Kiosk.

The procedure for processing requests under Category A Services has been outlined by the Government in
the Department User Manual:






All the digitally signed departmental databases are stored in the SDC
Citizen comes to CSC for submission of application of certificates
Applicant purchases and fills up a physical application form
CSC operator enters the details online, access database, pulls the relevant record and issues the
digitally signed paper
A receipt of acknowledgement is also given to the applicant.

Category-B
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These services are statutory in nature and require Notices/Hearings/Field Inspections
The time required for delivery of services is prescribed in “service level agreements” as per the
existing rule positions
Citizens come to CSC and submit application form for availing required certificate and pay the
charges.
The operator enters the details in the Online Application Software and issues a receipt to the
applicant.
Citizen applications received at the Mee Seva centres are electronically transferred to the
concerned departmental official.
The concerned official logs into the online portal and downloads the application, verifies the
records, approves/rejects the citizen application as per existing government procedures.
The Certificates are printed and dispatched to the Applicants Address or delivered through Kiosks.
All the certificates issued through Mee Seva are generated using secured stationery with 8 security
features, to make duplication difficult.

 Legal framework- Government of Andhra Pradesh issued Andhra Pradesh Information Technology Rules
(Electronic Service Delivery), 2011 in order to provide legal sanctity to the digitally signed certificates
and make it mandatory for the Departments to migrate to electronic service delivery within a period of
three years. This ensured that departments move to electronic delivery of services in a period of time.
 Establishing delivery channels- Delivery channels like eSeva centers, CSCs etc. are established to

cater to citizens’ service requests. Wherever there is any shortfall, new CSCs are established.
More than 7000 Mee Seva counters are made available across the State, both in rural and
urban with a uniform look and feel. All these counters are established as per certain
specifications and guidelines issued by State.
 Development of web-based MeeSeva application to offer the highest level of transparency in extending
G2C services. While doing so, the entire process of service development was demystified explained by
the development of services at the rate of knots.
 Improving/establishing connectivity - Since many of the transactions require substantial flow of data,
internet connectivity is provided or improved to all the Government departments as well as the kiosks.
The Horizontal Connectivity scheme of the GOI is used for this purpose.
 Large Scale Digitization of records- Records are digitized, wherever digital databases were not available.
 Creation of new databases for Social services - It was expected that during the month of June-

August, there is a huge demand from students for certificates for social benefits such as
incomeand caste certificates. This data is initially collected at School/college level for Class X
and above students, and then verified and digitally signed by Tahsildars. This signed data is kept
in a new database, so as to deliver this service under Category A when the need arises.
 Centralizing databases - Databases, containing the information were purified and ported to the

central departmental database server co-located at the State Data Center.
 Digital signing of databases including bulk-signing - Using the newly developed web-based application,
the data ported to the central databases is signed digitally. For this purpose all the authorities, who are
authorized to sign are provided with Class 3 digital signature certificates and trained to use them. Bulk
signing is adopted to increase the pace of signing manifold. This is tamper-proof and audit trail is
maintained for all transactions.
 State Electronic Certificate Repository (SECR) - All the certificates and documents issued by Mee Seva
are being stored at a location called SECR. SECR is placed in the public domain for verification of the
certificate (issued under Mee Seva) using the unique Application number.
 Establishing Backend hardware - Backend hardware is procured, wherever required to support
centralized databases and high transaction applications.
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 Ownership of data with User Departments - Data ownership and maintenance is kept with the dataowning Department to create a sense of security.
 Establishing Backend hardware wherever required to support high transaction applications.
 Delegation of powers to field functionaries: Creation of District e-Governance Society as the nodal
agencies for the implementation of MeeSeva with decentralized operational and technical functioning
and flow of user charges.
 Capacity building of various stakeholders - Several training programs, workshops are conducted for
various levels of people.
 Secured stationery with 8 security features is being used to deliver the certificates, to make duplication
difficult. Online Verification, of course is possible on the net.
 Publicity - Participation by Public representatives during the inaugurations for media publicity through
electronic and print, so that people know of the changed mechanism and do not revert to the old
system.
 Mechanism for receiving feedback/grievances/complaints - 24X7 Call center activated to get feedback
from the citizen. An online, real-time MeeSeva Request Tracking System (MRTS) created with frequent
monitoring to keep the system dynamic.
 Customized SMS for different level of administrative officers in their own area of jurisdiction are sent
daily to make them aware of the pendency within and beyond SLA. SMS is also sent to citizens as soon
as their certificates become ready for delivery.
 Automatic Payment Gateway to distributed funds online to the various stakeholders in real-time for
avoiding the problems of reconciliations, late-payments and embezzlements.
 Reward/Penalty for non-delivery - A system of awarding positive marks for good performance and vice
versa has been evolved being used in the evaluation of the officials and the MeeSeva operators.
 Sound Business model to take care of all the stakeholders thereby removing the dependency on
Government agencies for budget.
(iii)

Result Achieved/Value delivered to the beneficiaries of the project

MeeSeva believes in the principle that what cannot be measured cannot be fixed and therefore improved.
In view of this, it advertently brought in measurable goals in the form of services and citizen transactions.
As of now, there are more than 1.5 Lakh transactions per day, which will rise up to 2 lakh transactions per
day, or 6 core transaction per year with additional services. Assuming a citizen saves Rs. 1000 per
transaction, the annual savings of the citizens is a whopping Rs. 6000 cores! And this much black money is
actually prevented from entering into circulation.
While there are indeed many skeptics who feel e-governance will remain a dream for millions of
underprivileged who have no access to even safe drinking water and electricity let alone a computer
connected to the internet, the success of the MeeSeva initiative has proved even the strongest of all
skeptics wrong. MeeSeva is a holistic application of four indispensable and equally important ingredients,
namely the application of innovative technology, a convincing concept and business model in the form of
franchise based centers, policies combined with a strong political leadership and adequate infrastructure.
Improvement in delivery time of services
MeeSeva process has brought in improvement in the delivery time of services as given below:
Category A Services
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EARSTWHILE SCENARIO
SNO.

CATEGORY A

CURRENT SCENARIO

DEPARTMENT
NUMBER OF VISITS

DURATION

NUMBER OF VISITS

DURATION

1

CURRENT ADANGAL / PAHANI

REVENUE

MULTIPLE

5-10 DAYS

1 (ACROSS THE COUNTER)

15 MINUTES

2

INTEGRATED CASTE CERTIFICATE

REVENUE

MULTIPLE

30 DAYS

1 (ACROSS THE COUNTER)

15 MINUTES

3

CERTIFIED COPY OF
REGISTRATION DOCUMENT

REGISTRATION

MULTIPLE

15-20 DAYS

1 (ACROSS THE COUNTER)

15 MINUTES

4

BIRTH CERTIFICATE – CDMA

MUNICIPALITY

MULTIPLE

5-10 DAYS

1 (ACROSS THE COUNTER)

15 MINUTES

5

ROR - 1B

REVENUE

MULTIPLE

15-20 DAYS

1 (ACROSS THE COUNTER)

15 MINUTES

Category B Services

S.NO

CATEGORY B

DEPARTMENT

1

MISSING / LOST DOCUMENTS
/ ARTICLES POLICE

2

INCOME CERTIFICATE

3

RATION CARD MUTATIONS

4

MUTATION

5

ENCUMBRANCE CERTIFICATE

ERSTWHILE SCENARIO
NUMBER OF VISITS

DURATION

POLICE

MULTIPLE

21 DAYS

REVENUE

MULTIPLE

15 DAYS

CIVIL SUPPLIES

MULTIPLE

15 DAYS

REVENUE

MULTIPLE

45 DAYS

REGISTRATION

MULTIPLE

5 DAYS

CURRENT SCENARIO
NUMBER OF VISITS
2 VISITS TO KIOSK FOR TRACKING
THE REQUESTS
2 VISITS TO KIOSK FOR TRACKING
THE REQUESTS
2 VISITS TO KIOSK FOR TRACKING
THE REQUESTS
2 VISITS TO KIOSK FOR TRACKING
THE REQUESTS
2 VISITS TO KIOSK FOR TRACKING
THE REQUESTS

DURATION
7 DAYS
7 DAYS
7 DAYS
45 DAYS
1 DAY
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Improvement in measurable indicators
Statistical Comparison “Total e-Transactions at National Level (from 01-01-2013 to 23-07-2013)”

Comparison: State wise % of Total e-Transactions @ National Level
(Top 10 States): from 01-01-2013 to 23-07-2013

 Andhra Pradesh is among the topmost state in number of e-Transactions executed from 1st January’
2013 to 23rd July’ 2013 with more than 19% of the National Transactions.
 Andhra Pradesh holds 2nd position among all the states with total of 5, 32, 74, 192 e-Transactions from
1st January’ 2013 to 23rd July’ 2013.
 Statistics are taken from etaal.gov.in, managed by DeiTY- GoI and the same has been put below in a
table.
S. No.

State Governments

No. of e-Transactions

S. No.

State Governments

No. of e-Transactions

1

Andaman and Nicobar

8712

19

Lakshadweep

523796

2

Andhra Pradesh

53274192

20

Maharashtra

14965561

3

Arunachal Pradesh

13431

21

Meghalaya

683903

4

Assam

16285835

22

Manipur

19582

5

Bihar

2786824

23

Madhya Pradesh

2790095

6

Chattisgarh

3485997

24

Mizoram

97845

7

Chandigarh

423853

25

Nagaland

28546

8

Daman and Diu

8968

26

Odisha

1903710

9

Delhi

3702178

27

Punjab

560163

10

Dadar and Nagar Haveli

20245

28

Puducherry

44389

11

Goa

184966

29

Rajasthan

10853213

12

Gujarat

86546207

30

Sikkim

10897

13

Himachal Pradesh

269644

31

Tamil Nadu

5971599

14

Haryana

31943030

32

Tripura

726348

15

Jharkhand

1314631

33

Uttarakhand

302480

16

Jammu and Kashmir

1026216

34

Uttar Pradesh

7736280

17

Karnataka

21380288

35

West Bengal

5087570

18

Kerala

2995755
Total e-Transactions from 01-01-2013 to 23-07-2013

277976949
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Statistics “Service Category wise (A/B) Number of Trasactions”
The figures below clearly indicate that 33% of the total transactions are Category A which means they have
been delivered across the counter.

Category wise breakup of Total Transactions

Service Category

Number of Transactions

% of Transactions

Cat A Total
Cat B Total

78,02,672
1,56,57,575

33%
67%

Grand Total

2,34,60,247

100.00%

Category B breakup of Total Transactions
Even in Category B, only a meagre 1 % of the transactions are pending beyond the citizen charter time
limits.

Application Status

Number of Transactions

% of Transactions

Approved

1,40,25,927

90%

Rejected

8,86,386

6%

Pending With in SLA

6,09,157

4%

Pending Beyond SLA

1,34,712

1%

Total (Cat B)

1,56,57,575

100.00%
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Feedback
The feedback from the beneficiaries is being obtained periodically by teams visiting the centers and has
been used for improving the system e.g. in high volume centers, where scanning of documents was
resulting in long queues, high-speed scanners were introduced with scanning by a dedicated team in the
kiosk. Beneficiary feedback is also being collected from the citizen using the call-center 1100. A third-party
evaluation carried out by Institute of Public Enterprise, Hyderabad across all the 23 districts stated that the
number of respondents who expressed positive opinion towards MeeSeva exceeded 90%. The survey done
by Chittoor district where the first pilot was introduced brought out similar findings. Digital Empowerment
Foundation (DEF) found that citizens are happy with the time frame and are happy having to pay no extra
costs and no running around multiple departments for availing these services. The project also bridges the
digital divide by allowing uniform access to services to the digitally illiterate population. The daily
transactions and their disposal is also exhibited through an LED board outside State Secretariat and District
Headquarters for better transparency and beneficiary feedback.
Key Learning
Mee Seva is seen as a realization of the direct and manifested will of the citizen. The political leadership
channelized the demand generated by the people into the effective delivery of citizen-centric services. It
also allowed a relook into age-old archaic procedures, which were no longer relevant. The reengineering of
the business processes of the departments became both the prerequisite as well as the byproduct of mee
seva. The efficiency levels of departments have also increased as IT deployment drastically reduced their
avoidable workload.
The achievement of MeeSeva can also be measured in terms of the wider digital inclusion of the entire
population of Andhra Pradesh towards development and growth.
The key learning is that the Projects like Mee Seva should avoid the deeply rooted technological
determinism which assumes that the layering of ICTs in development alone will automatically solve many
pre-existing constraints related to gender, caste, feudalism, privilege and traditional exercises of power,
factors which limit the real potential of ICTs in citizen centric service delivery in particular and development
in general.
The project also holds a lesson that thorough preparatory work is important to avoid mishaps or
breakdowns in service delivery, availability and updating of accurate data, adherence to timelines indicated
in Citizen Charters, monitoring the performance & dynamic evaluation from time to time.
The project has been a success mainly because of the involvement of multiple stakeholders with specific
motivations, all seamlessly fusing towards a common goal.
Mee Seva is a simple, home-grown initiative which has evolved every passing day through the efforts of
thousands of stake holders all across the state. The big learning is to involve all the stakeholders right
throughout the project cycle and allow the project to evolve. The push from Hon'ble Chief Minister of
Andhra Pradesh, helped in getting the departmental buy-in truly exemplifying the need for political will in
such changes. The mixture of success here is a noble thought, committed individuals, supporting
technology and some impatience.
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(iv)

Extent to which the objective of the project is fulfilled
Objectives

Erstwhile Scenario

Current Scenario

Reduction in Service Delivery Time

No Adherence to Time limits

Reduction in Cost of Service Delivery
to Citizens

High Logistics cost and unofficial
cost of Rs. 3000 crores/year

Department
Business
Reengineering

Process

No Centralised Database was
established earlier.

Central Maintenance, Update and
Monitoring of Database

Distributed databases without
any sanctity and purity.

Unique Platform of Service Delivery

Government Departments had
individual systems (without any
technology interface) for service
delivery
Low ICT Awareness among the
key stakeholders

ICT Awareness

Strict Adherence to Time limits (Mentioned in the
Citizen Charters)
Logistics cost has been reduced as MeeSeva Centers
have increased Government’s reach to citizens.
Payment of user charges (Rs 90 Crores per year) to
sustain the initiative.
Digitization & Centralization of Land Record
Management System for Revenue Services has helped in
creating a centralized land record data as well as
integrating all the processes on a single platform. Major
pain area of Revenue Department in managing land
records has been relieved.
Digitization & Centralization of Municipalities (Urban
Bodies) for Unified Birth / Death records and Property
Tax payments to prepare a unique system of disbursing
various certificates to citizens and helping the
Government with a systematic procedure to manage
issuance of certificates with central monitoring. The
MA&UD department could save more than Rs 3 Crores
annually with this shift.
An integrated platform achieving economies of scale,
scope and learning for all departments.

IT awareness among key stakeholders: citizens, kiosk
operators, government officials etc.; which has helped
in implementation and successful operations of
MeeSeva applications
Participating Government departments are integrated
with a centralised system and databases. Departmental
boundaries are removed with hassle free interdepartment data sharing and updates. (Revenue &
Registration Departments are case in point)

Inter-Department Coordination

Low
Inter-Department
Coordination
without
any
common interface.

Efficiency of Departments in Service
Delivery
Government Reach to Citizens

Low

High with reduced drudgery and efficient systems.

Low reach to citizens, few
government offices as access
points. 200(barely functional)
No
Grievance
Resolution
Mechanism.

Massive Outreach to the people with the spread of the
centers across the State. 7000+ number of CSCs across
the state (Country’s most viable CSCs)
Citizen Grievance Resolution Mechanism in place:
Parishkaram 1100 - Call Centre for public grievances. On
an Average 2500 to 3000 Calls in received in a Month.

Citizen Grievance Resolution

Socio Economic Impact Parameters
Socio Economic Factor
Employment Generation
through MeeSeva
Employment to Women

Erstwhile Scenario
NIL
NIL

Benefits to Farmers
Benefits to BPL Citizens

NIL
NIL

Benefits to SC/ST/BC
Communities

NIL

Current Scenario
7000 MeeSeva Kiosks across the state act as a medium of
employment generation to thousands of youths.
Direct Employment to 700 Women Kiosk Operators (10% of total
Kiosks)
Issuance of 5651191 Land Record Copies across the state.
Issuance of authenticated Income Certificates with in prescribed
time limit to 3836167 Below Poverty Line (BPL) families.
Issuance of authenticated Caste Certificates to 3773600 SC/ST/BC
families
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(v)

Communication and Dissemination Strategy

IT&C department utilizes the power of communication in effective implementation of Mee Seva project and
has innovatively devised an exclusive communication strategy utilizing various media platforms such as:
Electronic Media, Television, Print Media, and Display Boards etc. along with established PR techniques to
connect with various stakeholders of the projects. Mee Seva communication strategy incorporates various
key segments where information is required to be communicated to stakeholders such as: capacity
building, awareness, stakeholder motivation & enhanced participation, feedback/grievance management,
conflict resolution, developing common interactive forums etc.
Mee Seva Portal

Mee Seva Portal is an online mode of communication for Government, citizens and kiosk operators.
Government disseminates various information (Citizens Charter, Training Videos, List of Mee Seva Centers,
Media Releases, Discussion Forum, Government Orders, Mee Seva Request Tracking System (MRTS),
Electronic Service Delivery Rules etc. Citizens and Kiosk operators can view various information mentioned
above as well as put their problems on discussion forums provided on discussion forum or MRTS.
Social media tools (eg, Facebook)
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Mee Seva facebook page has been created and managed by Project Management Unit (PMU), where
citizens can directly interact with PMU on various issues and participate in cohesive development of the
project. Regular updates on news, events, service launch etc. is being done on the page by PMU.
Television Media

IT&C Department has collaborated with MANA TV to impart Mee Seva trainings through television. Various
department officials, capacity building team and qualified professionals are involved in preparation and
delivery of training videos; where service delivery procedural information etc. is communicated to help
educate various stakeholders about Mee Seva.
Citizen Charter Boards

Citizen Charter Boards providing details such as: service name, timelines, service levels, charges etc.; have
been placed in Mee Seva centers. These boards have helped visitor citizens in easy access to information by
visual display of citizen charter information.
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Mee Seva Award Functions

Mee Seva Award Functions have been conducted on achieving key milestones (Completion of 1 Crore and 2
Crore Mee Seva Transactions) and IT excellence awards were distributed to government department
officials and kiosk operators who have performed exceptionally well in implementation of MeeSeva
Services.
Discussion Forum

Citizens and Kiosk operators can participate in the online forum by placing their queries, suggestions etc;
which are recorded and redirected to Mee Seva Project Management Unit (MeeSeva PMU) for further
processing. This forum provides an alternative and valuable mode of communication where citizens can
communicate their problem in a public forum and also get a feeling of trust as the problems are
immediately addressed by Mee Seva PMU.
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1100 (Call Centre)

Citizens/kiosk operators can call customer care people where feedback/grievance details are registered
detailing the issues and tickets are raised and redirected to concerned agency or government department
for problem resolution.
Workshops/Trainings
IT&C Department has collaborated with Institute of e Governance (IEG), Hyderabad to organize trainings to
kiosk operators and department officials on MeeSeva services. Monthly Training calendar is prepared and
communicated to government offices and kiosk operators, who can attend the training as per the schedule.
14181 department officials and kiosk operators have been trained till 9th July 2013 by capacity building
team of IT&C department
Video Conferencing
State Secretariat to District/Mandal video conferences are conducted to communicate various
developments regarding Mee Seva project as well as to discuss various issues pertaining to effective
implementation of Mee Seva
(vi) Other distinctive features/accomplishments of the project.
The project started with a philosophy that Failure is a natural byproduct of experimentation and effective
performers learn from intelligent failures resulting out of thoughtful forays into novel territory. The Project
successfully tried out INNOVATIVE, NOVEL and hitherto UNKNOWN practices and thereby unraveled the
mysteries and bursted the myths surrounding and hampering the country’s e Gov. space for the last ten
years. Some of the ‘many firsts’ of the project are:
 Categorization of services - Since the first priority is to deliver services across the counter, services were
categorized into Cat. A and B. Cat. A service was to be delivered across the counter by accessing the
departmental databases by pre signing them in bulk with digital signatures. More than one third of
meeseva transactions are category A eliminating the need for citizens to pay multiple visits.
 Digital signing of databases including bulk signing - Using the newly developed web-based application, the
data ported to the central databases was pre-signed digitally. For this purpose all the authorities, who are
authorized to sign were provided with Class 3 digital signature certificates and trained to use them. Bulk
signing was adopted to increase the pace of signing manifold. This has never been tried before at this
scale and is tamper-proof allowing audit trail to be maintained for all transactions.
 Single sign-on - It was implemented so that the departmental user moves seamlessly between
departmental and MeeSeva application.
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 State Electronic Certificate Repository (SECR) - All the certificates and documents issued by MeeSeva are
being stored at a virtual location called SECR. SECR is placed in the public domain for verification of the
certificates (issued under MeeSeva) using the unique Application number.
 Creation of new databases - It was expected that during the month of June-August, there will be a huge
demand from students for certificates for social benefits such as income, residence and caste certificates.
This data was initially collected at School/college level for Class X and above students, and then verified
and digitally signed by Tahsildars. This signed data was kept in a new database, so as to deliver this service
under Category A when the need arises.
 Secured stationery - Secured stationery with 8 security features is being used to deliver the certificates, to
make duplication difficult. Online Verification, of course is possible by using the SECR.
 Capacity building -Several training programs, workshops conducted for various levels for effective
implementation of project. District level IT Training centers constructed and satellite channels used for
large-scale training of center operators.
 Role of District e-Governance Society (DeGS) - DeGS have been made the nodal agencies for the
implementation of MeeSeva. All the operational and technical issues in the district are being taken by the
DeGS. The Departmental user charges for the transactions are being sent to them.
 Future modifications/enhancements - In the next step, once public confidence is fully achieved, secured
stationery will be removed, and these services will be rendered through the MeeSeva portal. PDFs of
these documents will be delivered online, and may be printed by the User at his convenience. This will be
followed by having a lightweight mobile version of this application, thereby bringing AP in line with the
most advanced nations in terms of service delivery.
Other Distinctive Features






Uses eSeva, AP Online, CSCs as multiple delivery points through a common integrated architecture.
Legal Sanctity to digitally signed certificates through AP IT Rules (Electronic Service Delivery), 2011.
Tracking each and every transaction.
Citizen charter board.
Service oriented architecture and web services as a middle ware between front end and departments.
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Details of the owner of the nominated project:
Owner of the project:
Designation:
Contact Address:

E-mail Address:
Telephone:

Shri Sanjay Jaju, IAS
Secretary to Government of Andhra Pradesh
Information Technology & Communications Department
Information Technology & Communications Department,
Room no. 413A, D Block, 3rd Floor Secretariat, Hyderabad
Andhra Pradesh Pin: 500 022
secy_itc@ap.gov.in, sjaju1@yahoo.in
040 23456401/ 23450041 Fax: 040 23450103 Cell: + 91 98491 32344

Details of team for the nominated project:
Team members with their Role designation (please mention all key officers/staffs whose contributions
were most significant for the success of the initiative).
Name(s):

Shri Anoop Singh, IFS, Special Secretary, IT & C
Shri N. S. S. Saibaba, NIC
Shri M M Nayak, I.A.S., Director, EDS (eSeva)

Declaration by the owner of the project nominated for the National Award for e-Governance
(a) I/We hereby declare that the particulars furnished above are correct and true to the best of my/ our
knowledge. I/We have gone through the information on the Award Scheme Published in the Website of
the Department of Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances (http://darpg.gov.in) and agree to the
terms and conditions given therein. I/ We shall abide by the decision of the Jury for declaration of the
award.
(b) I/ We hereby declare that there is no vigilance or disciplinary proceedings contemplated or pending
against any team members.
(c) I/ We hereby confirm that the organization is not blacklisted/ debarred by any government body.

Place: Hyderabad

Signature:

Date: 23.07.2013

Seal of organization:
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2. Detailed Description of the project, its Concept and Objectives
“MeeSeva” in Telugu means, ‘At your service’, i.e. service to citizens. This is a ‘good governance’ initiative
that incorporates the vision of National eGov Plan “Public Services Closer to Home” and facilitates single
entry portal for entire range of G2C& G2B services. MeeSeva is providing faster, easier and transparent
access to various G2C services through more than 7000 kiosks by utilizing Information & Communication
Technologies. It’s an Integrated One Stop Solution for 90 Million Citizens to approach Government for all
their pressing needs.
The Project brings in a digital PKI enabled integrated architecture through multiple service delivery points
by fusing in the various pre-existing state initiatives with the Mission-mode Projects like State Data Center
(SDC), State Wide Area Network (SWAN) and Common Service centers (CSCs) of the National eGovernance
Plan (NeGP) of Government of India.
MeeSeva adopts the concept of
central pooling of all Land records,
Registration records and records of
Socio-economic
survey,
digitally
signing them with the digital signature
certificates of the authorized officer,
storing them in the database and
rendering them using a web-service.
All the documents rendered are
digitally signed and electronically
verifiable making them tamper proof.
The project brings in strict adherence
to citizen charter time limits and
ushers in a whole new paradigm of
across the counter services to
ostensibly work flow services through massive porting and bulk signing of databases.
MeeSeva is operational across all the districts of Andhra Pradesh for a population of 90 million people and
with the centralized architecture; any service can be accessed from anywhere. The services offered include
the delivery of Land Records, Village Maps, Income, Birth, Death, Residence, Caste certificates, Urban Local
Bodies’ services like Building Permissions, Water Connections etc., Driving License, Police, Property
Registrations, Education and Health.
The kiosks are run by self-employed youth in the remote corners of the state who besides eking their
livelihood provide a decentralized self-governance backbone to the administrative system. Multiple service
delivery points run by citizens competing with each other redefine governance and bring in strict adherence
to citizen charter time limits.
MeeSeva currently has more than 153 high impact services, which would go up to 300 in the next 6
months. The project has already completed 2 crore transactions and most of the government departments
are now on board. The target is to ensure that MeeSeva becomes the entry and exit point for the citizen to
approach the government for any service. Besides this, project also delivers more than 20 crore
transactions every year for other services like Bill Payments besides a big range of B2C services making it
the country’s biggest one stop e-governance shop. MeeSeva centres are now also providing Business
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Correspondent Services for various banks and achieving financial inclusion for the citizens.
significant because of the large scale Aadhaar based DBT roll out in the country.

This is

MeeSeva also ended the 'tyranny of ink signatures'. Most of the functionaries ranging from Tehsildars to
Police SHOs to municipal commissioners have been using the digital signatures to clear MeeSeva requests,
making it the country’s largest such system. The process of aligning with MeeSeva has become a guiding
philosophy of governance in the state which has come in as a silent wave and with its sweep revamped
many moribund processes and approaches. Its effectiveness can be measured in the satisfied eyes of the
citizens strengthening the democratic foundations of our country and bringing citizen centricity to the
forefront. With MeeSeva in place, the stage is all set to implement and monitor the impending Right to
Services Act in its true letter and spirit.

3. Coverage – Geographical
Mee Seva is operational across all the districts of Andhra Pradesh. With the centralized architecture, any
service can be accessed from anywhere. Large number of “Mee Seva” delivery channels is situated in each
and every District covering all mandals in the state (Andhra Pradesh). It has been mandated to the service
providers of the Mee Seva Centers to establish the centers as per specific norms (Min. infrastructure
required in a center & color schemes) for common look and feel. All the centres have also been mapped on
google map for easy access to the citizens.

SI.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

District

eSeva Counters

CSCs

APOnline

Hyderabad
East Godavari
Guntur
Krishna
Warangal
Prakasam
Karimnagar
Vishakapatnam
West Godavari
Adilabad
Kurnool
Rangareddy
Srikakulam
Nizamabad
SPSR Nellore
Chittoor
Ananthapur
Khammam
Vizianagaram
Nalgonda
Mahbubnagar

269
88
86
130
18
29
16
56
36
11
24
156
11
16
34
56
38
26
17
11
17

0
192
188
106
151
213
150
136
82
140
141
77
140
160
79
122
62
90
139
93
94

495
157
80
106
89
60
69
87
151
22
52
102
50
24
5
11
23
48
10
13
9

22

Medak

16

78

9

23

YSR Kadapa

29

93

5

Total

1190

2772

1677

Bhoomi Counters

Total

59
64

764
437
354
342
309
302
292
279
269
225
217
335
201
200
164
189
164
164
166
176
184

46

149

51
57

52

46
41

127
416

6009
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4. Scope of services/Activities Covered
The Government of Andhra Pradesh has laid out a clear vision to create a knowledge society by using
Information Technology in all aspects of development and governance. In order to institutionalize these
efforts, Government of AP issued Andhra Pradesh Information Technology (Electronic Service Delivery)
Rules 2011. These Rules make it mandatory for every Head of the Department to notify the G2C services
that are to be delivered through electronic mode.

Intermediate State:
162 G2C Services are
under development
involving 15 various
Government
departments

Year End State: Target of 300+
Service involving 25-30 various
Government
Departments/Agencies, more
than 10 crore transactions in
2013

“Mee Seva” a full fledged citizen
oriented electronic service delivery
platform, eliminating manual
procedures in category B services by
developing required process reengineering, establishing databases to
move category B services to category A

Current State: 153 G2C
Services have been
developed involving 15
various Government
departments

Mee Seva has been planned as an end-to-end mechanism for service delivery of G2C services targeting 3-4
Lakh transactions per day and 8-10 Crore transactions per annum in the year 2013, covering entire gamut
of G2C & G2B services. At present 153 G2C services are being rendered through Mee Seva and another 90
are under development.
Mee Seva Latitude

Overall Mee Seva provides a medium to effectively utilize Government resources to accelerate government
service delivery response time from weeks down to minutes. In addition, the initiative provides an
opportunity to facilitate huge savings for citizens, businesses and state government to comply with
paperwork-intensive government processes.
IT&C Department is supporting development of more than 300 citizen centric services involving more than
20 departments. These services constitute more than 100 B category services; where end to end service
delivery mechanism has been integrated in Mee Seva. Although some services may require an essential
field verification of the individual and other related data, we are trying to maximize the number of services
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under category A by creating databases and re-engineering government procedures. Government process
re-engineering and process streamlining is being done to serve the basic purpose of Mee Seva and ensure
citizens experience the envisioned transformation.
Overall Status of Service Development
 Total 153 services are developed for 14 various Government Departments.
 27 Services are Category A remaining more than 80 services are category B

Category of Services

Number of Services

Percentage Distribution

24
129
153

16%
84%
100%

Category A
Category B
Total

Service Development Target for December 2013
 Total 162 services are remaining to be developed for 14 various Government Departments.
 90 Services are “In Progress” category, where development has already started and services are in
intermediate stage of development
 72 Services are in “Yet to Start” category, where development will begin shortly and would be
completed by the end of current year 2013.
Row Labels

Development In Progress

Yet to Start

Grand Total

Revenue
Municipality
Agriculture
Family Welfare & Health
Civil Supplies

33
31
1
13

28
14
-

33
31
29
14
13

Social Welfare
Labour
Rural Development

1
-

9
6
6

9
7
6

Excise
Commercial Taxes
Registration
Employment
Power Distribution
Election
Grand Total

4
3
3
1
90

5
4
72

5
4
4
3
3
1
162

5. Stakeholder Consultation
Mee Seva is a multi-departmental, multi-location, technology-rich initiative, where in Department of
Revenue, Registration, Municipal administration, Education, and service delivery channels are involved. A
technology intensive multi-disciplinary project of this nature requires the entire range of parallel and
sequential activities to converge together around the same time. This exemplifies the role played by all
stakeholders working together as a team. This needed lot of patience, assertiveness and exceptional ability
to listen and reach conclusions after listening to all sides, and the tendency to speak frankly with everyone,
whether they were above or below the authority. MeeSeva is a completely home grown initiative which has
evolved every day without any blue print. This was possible because every functionary was chipping in with
their inputs and contributing to the growth and evolution of the project. This included the local selfemployed youth who opened and operated these centres and worked tirelessly at the cutting edge, bearing
all the teething troubles and probing questions from the citizen as well as field level officers to render these
services within SLA.
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Dept. of Information Technology and Communications
IT&C department played a key-catalyzing role in the entire process. It convinced all other departments of
the utility of this concept and got their processes re-engineered to suit the technology. It evolved the
concept, became the main implementer and technology partner. It developed the project, got the
necessary approvals and budget, and grounded it. Important components of the Project were identified,
such as creation/updating databases, developing front-end and back-end applications, strengthening
connectivity, procuring digital signatures and training field-functionaries in their usage, establishing
additional CSCs etc. and work was started simultaneously on all these components. Periodic reviews,
ironing hiccups and troubleshooting was done. Change management was a major issue and was handled
sensitively, involving all the stakeholders like the officials, their Employees Associations, kiosk owners and
people’s representatives. Once the ball was set rolling, the skeptics also joined the band-wagon and success
was achieved.
Other Departments
The participating departments have supported well in delivering their departmental service through Mee
Seva, organizing the trainings to their departmental staff and following up with the progress of Mee Seva
and adhering to the timelines.
NIC
NIC has developed several applications for various departments of GoAP, where they have extended the
data through web service for delivering the services through Mee Seva.
Public Representatives
Public representatives have encouraged Mee Seva because it gives transparency and more comfort to the
citizens.
Authorized Service Providers of Mee Seva
Ensured smooth functioning of Mee Seva by providing and maintaining IT infrastructure, appointing
authorized agents, training them, providing secured stationery and attending to customers in a userfriendly manner.
Citizens
This being a citizen centric and a 'demand side' project where the incipient demand always existed, there
was extensive cooperation from them by adapting to the new system, submitting the required documents,
paying the stipulated fee, checking for regular updates on services extended and service levels.
Media
The rapid penetration of information is only possible through Media. In publicizing Mee Seva till the rural
level, media has played a very important role. Posters, hoardings, advertisements, pro-active reporting
have all played a role in stabilizing this initiative.
Evaluation/Audit by Third Party Agency:
1. Digital Empowerment Foundation (DEF) found that citizens are happy with the time frame and are
happy having to pay no extra costs and running around multiple departments for availing these services.
The project also bridges the digital divide by allowing uniform access to services to the digitally illiterate
population. There are numerous articles/publications available on the net highlighting the contributions
made by MeeSeva in improving governance in AP.
2. The Institute of Public Enterprise has undertaken a study to evaluate Mee Seva in all the districts of
Andhra Pradesh. As per the report, 93% of the citizens have obtained services through Mee Seva
without paying any extra charges. The high satisfaction levels about Mee Seva indicate that it has
become a role model in delivering services to the citizens in a hassle-free manner.
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3. The client satisfaction study on MeeSeva was conducted in Chittoor district, Andhra Pradesh by SkillPro
Foundation. The basic objective of the study was to assess the satisfaction of the clients from the Mee
Seva services. 98% respondents said Mee Seva was their preferred channel for getting citizen services.
The respondents found the Meeseva centres more easily accessible and user friendly compared to the
traditional channels. The preference of Mee Seva was uniform in case of both rural and urban
respondents with 98% each of rural and urban respondents preferring Mee Seva for accessing records.

6. Citizen Centricity and relevance
Service delivery should be transparent, fast, hassle-free and painless. Service should mean, ‘to serve’ and
should not cause undue harassment. It should be taken as an essential duty by the Government servants
rather than a burden. While it is true that these certificates and documents issued by the Government
authorities are very useful for the citizen, it is also true that these have been mandated by the Government
itself and the citizen has no choice but to approach the Government officers for their issuance and this
situation should not be exploited.
Mee Seva has really made service delivery very convenient for the citizen. Prior to the launch of Mee Seva
project, applicants used to visit the respective departments to avail services, many a times applicants were
forced to visit these offices to get their certificates. After the implementation of Mee Seva, 37% of the
applicants are able to get their certificates within one visit. In other cases, applicants need to visit the Mee
Seva Center only two times to avail the services. Applicants need not visit the Mee Seva Centers or
respective department offices as efforts have been taken to closely monitor the SLAs by the concerned
authorities for the timely delivery of services to the applicants.
In the past, for issue of Caste, Residence, Income certificates of students, the application were physically
submitted at Tahsildar Office. This was followed by field verification by concerned VRA/VRO and after
receiving the report, Tahsildar used to issue physically ink signed certificates. During the high demand
months of June-August / admission closing dates, Tahsildar office used to receive more than 1000
applications in a day, which resulted in inordinate delays or issue of certificates without verification.
Under the revised process, Mee Seva is able to issue certificates across the counter within 15 minutes in
most of the cases. This has been made possible by creation of new databases for the high demand segment
of 10th, 12th and Degree students. Data was collected at the school/college level, verified by field
functionaries and the final verified certificates were placed in a new database called ISES database. When
the student approaches the Mee Seva centre, a search is done for the student data, and if the digitally
signed data is available, the certificate is issued across the counter. If the student data is not available,
application is routed to the concerned officials to process the application. Since approximately 30 lakh
students have been included in the database, most of the certificates are delivered across the counter
within 15 minutes.
Similarly for Registration Department, Certified copies of Registration Documents have been placed in the
centralized database for immediate delivery.

7. User Convenience


Mee Seva facilitates convenience of time (8 AM to 8 PM), location (more than 7000 CSCs) and mode of
service delivery (Online, CSCs), justifying the concept of anytime, anywhere service.



Exclusion of complexity and hassles of traditional system (physical forms, amount of irrelevant
information exchange, long queues etc.) is the key transformation area facilitating simplicity of
procedure to citizens.



Coordination on information management among various departments have saved multiple visits for
citizens as central database facilitates all departmental databases at one place; which have also
extended the boundaries of data access for the Government Departments cutting through silos.



Government policy reforms (digital signatures) to improve the legal framework of electronics service
delivery have improved data security measures and have increased citizens’ faith in Mee Seva.
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Reduction in number of citizen visits to CSCs by establishing appropriate databases, availing on time
information to CSCs avoiding any delay in service and avoiding multiple citizen visits.



Reduction in overall charges of service delivery by providing direct access points (more than 7000 CSCs)
and reducing the role of agents, brokers etc.



Easy access to service providers, as Government has facilitated multiple feedback platforms (24*7 call
centre, Forums, Social Media etc.), where citizens can directly contact service providers for registering
their feedback.

8. Cost to user
Category A: Rs. 25 are the charges for the services under Category A. As described earlier, these are the
services, for which databases are available, and the CSC operator accesses these databases pull the
information and print it.
Category B: Rs. 35 are the charges for the services under Category B, which require work-flow at the level
of the issuing authority, including field enquiries etc. For Printing of more than 1 page / copy an amount of
Rs. 2/- per page will be charged. Application Form Charges of Rs. 2.
The impact of Mee Seva can be gauged by the amount of saving it is resulting for the citizen. As of now,
there are 1 Lakh transactions per day, which will rise up to 3-5 lakhs transactions per day, or 10-15 crore
transactions per year, once more services are added. Assuming a citizen saves Rs. 1000 per transaction
(Logistics, Service Charges etc.) , the annual savings of the citizens is a whopping Rs. 3000 crores!, and this
much black-money is prevented from entering into circulation. The impact can be quantified as follows for
some of the services, which are being targeted in the first phase –

SN
1
2

3

Parameter
Citizen satisfaction level on service
Time taken for delivery of services under
Category – A
Time taken for delivery of service under
CAT –B
Service availability
Citizen time and money spent in availing
service.

4

6

Processing time of issuing authority – CAT
A services
Processing time of issuing authority – Cat.
B services

Earlier manual process

Very Good
15 minutes across the counter

10 – 60 days

As per the citizen charter timelines

Only at the issuing authority office
Adangal - Rs.300 to Rs.1000
(including multiple visits, brokerage
etc.)

7000+ Mee Seva Counters
Rs. 25/- within 15 minutes

Certified copy of Registration – Rs.
500 to Rs.1000
RoR 1B - Rs. 500 to Rs.1000
Birth certificate Rs. Rs. 500 to
Rs.1000
3 to 15 days

Rs.25/- within 15 minutes

10 to 60 days

A per citizen charter (1 to 60 days depending
on the departmental verification and approval
process)
Citizens can verify the status of their data
application/request on Mee Seva portal and at
service delivery center.
As travel to different offices is avoidedcontributes to reduction in traffic congestion
and pollution, and saving in man-hours.

Transparency in information

Nil or negligible

Contribution to reduction of traffic
congestion and pollution

As the citizen was travelling to
different offices for different
services, he/she contributes for
traffic congestion and pollution
Highly insulated, higher
documentation and sometime
needs advise of third party

7

8

Procedure in availing service
9

Mee Seva process

Poor
3-15 days

Rs.25/- within 15 minutes
Rs.25/- within 15 minutes
NIL

Simple: Very minimum info is required from
citizen to avail service
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9. Citizen Charter
All the services were categorized as Cat. A and Cat. B. All the Cat. A services have to be given in 15 minutes,
while time for Cat. B services varies as per the Work-flow required. Electronic Queue Management has
been introduced so as to monitor the timely delivery of services. The Citizen charter boards have been
placed in all the Common Service Centers and are as follows –
Mee Seva Citizen Charter
Total
Count
1

Department
UIDAI

2

Service name
KNOW AND SEED YOUR
AADHAAR
ADANGAL /PAHANI
CORRECTIONS
AGRICULTURAL INCOME
CERTIFICATE

3

ALLOPATHIC MEDICAL
CARE HOSPITAL
REGISTRATION
APATHBANDHU
APPLICATION
APPEALS ON
DEMARCATION (HYD)

4
5
6

Service Level &
Category

Service
Charge

Statutory
Charge

Total(Rs)

15 Minutes, Cat A

25/-

Nil

25/-

15 Days

35/-

Nil

35/-

1st Time-7 Days, 2nd
Time & There after
15 Min*

35/-

Nil

35/-

90 Days, Cat B

35/-

As
Stipulated

35/- + Statutory
Charges

10 Days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

30 days , Cat B

35/-

1300/-

1335/-

7
8

CC OF ROM (HYD)
CERTIFIED COPIES OF PT

15 days , Cat B
7 Days, Cat B

35/35/-

1300/Nil

1335/35/-

9

CERTIFIED COPIES OF TSLR

7 Days, Cat B

35/-+
postal
charges

Nil

35/-+ postal
charges

10

CERTIFIED COPIES ISSUED
BY RDO

15 Days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

11

CERTIFIED COPIES OF
PANCHANAMA

15 Days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

12

CHESALA PAHANI

15 Days, Cat B

35/-+
postal
charges

Nil

35/-+ postal
charges

13

COPY OF VILLAGE MAP

15 Days, Cat B

35/-

200/- Per
sheet

35/- + 200/- Per
Sheet

14

COPY OF FMB

15 Minutes, Cat A

25/-

50/- Sheet

15

DEMARCATION(HYD)

30 days , Cat B

35/-

1250/-

25/- + 50/- Per
Sheet
1285/-

16

DUPLICATE COPY OF
CERTIFICATE-INCOME

15 Minutes, Cat A

25/-

Nil

25/-

17

DUPLICATE COPY OF
CERTIFICATE-INTEGRATED

15 Minutes, Cat A

25/-

Nil

25/-

15 Minutes, Cat A

25/-

Nil

25/-

30 days, Cat B

35/-

100/-

135/-

REVENUE

18
19

DUPLICATE COPY OF
CERTIFICATE-RESIDENCE
DUPLICATE PATTADAR PASS
BOOK
SERVICE (TAHSILDAR)

20

EBC CERTIFICATE

1st Time-7 Days, 2nd
Time & There after
15 Min*

35/-

Nil

35/-

21

EXTRACT OF ADANGAL /
PAHANI

15 Minutes, Cat A

25/-

Nil

25/-
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22

EXTRACT OF D-FORM
PATTA APPLICATION

7 Days, Cat B

35/-+
postal
charges

Nil

35/-+ postal
charges

23

EXTRACT OF HOUSE SITE
PATTA

7 Days, Cat B

35/-+
postal
charges

Nil

35/-+ postal
charges

24

EXTRACT OF ROR 1B

15 Minutes, Cat A

25/-

Nil

25/-

Nil

35/-+ postal
charges

25

FAISAL PATTI

15 Days, Cat B

35/-+
postal
charges

26

FAMILY MEMBER
CERTIFICATE (SOCIAL
SECURITY SCHEMES &
GOVT. EMPLOYEES /
PENSIONERS)

1st Time-30 Days,
2nd Time & There
after 15 Min*

35/-

Nil

35/-

27

F-LINE PETITIONS

30 Days, Cat B

35/-

As
Stipulated

35/- + Statutory
Charges

28

INCOME CERTIFICATE

1st Time-7 Days, 2nd
Time & There after
15 Min*

35/-

Nil

35/-

29

INTEGRATED CERTIFICATE
(CASTE-NATIVITY-DATE OF
BIRTH)

1st Time-30 Days,
2nd Time & There
after 15 Min*

35/-

Nil

35/-

30

ISES- INCOME FEE
REIMBURSEMENT

15 Minutes, Cat A

25/-

Nil

25/-

ISES-INCOME CERTIFICATE
ISES-INTEGRATED
CERTIFICATE
ISES-RESIDENCE
CERTIFICATE

15 Minutes, Cat A

25/-

Nil

25/-

15 Minutes, Cat A

25/-

Nil

25/-

15 Minutes, Cat A

25/-

Nil

25/-

34

KHASRA PAHANI

15 Days, Cat B

35/-+
postal
charges

Nil

35/-+ postal
charges

35

LAND CONVERSION

60Days

35/-

Nil

35/-

35/-

35/- +
Rs.5/- for
every addl
year of late
Registration

70/- + Rs.5/- for
every addl year
of late
Registration
70/- + Rs.5/- for
every addl year
of late
Registration

31
32
33

36

LATE REGISTRATION OF
BIRTH

60Days

37

LATE REGISTRATION OF
DEATH

60Days

35/-

35/- +
Rs.5/- for
every addl
year of late
Registration

38

LOAN ELIGIBILITY CARD

15Days, Cat B

35/-

10/- for
post

45/-

39

LOCALIZATION OF
PROPERTIES(HYD)

30 days , Cat B

35/-

1250/-

1285/-

40

MONEY LENDING LICENSE

Fresh - 45 Days,
Renewal - 30 Days

35/-

Fresh 1000/- ,
Renewal 750/-

Fresh - 1035/- ,
Renewal - 785/-

41

MUTATION OF ENTRIES IN
REVENUE RECORDS

45 days , Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

42

NATIONAL FAMILY BENEFIT
SCHEME APPLICATION

1 year

35/-

Nil

35/-

43

NO EARNING MEMBER
CERTIFICATE

1st Time-7 Days, 2nd
Time & There after
15 Min*

35/-

Nil

35/-

44

NO OBJECTION
CERTIFICATE

30 Days, Cat B

35/-

2000/-

2035/-
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45

OBC CERTIFICATE

1st Time-30 Days,
2nd Time & There
after 15 Min*

35/-

Nil

35/-

46

OLD ADANGAL/PAHANI
DETAILS

1st Time-7 Days, 2nd
Time & There after
15 Min*

35/-

Nil

35/-

47

PATTADAR PASS BOOK
REPLACEMENT
SERVICE (TAHSILDAR)

30 days, Cat B

35/-

100/-

135/-

48

PAWN BROKER LICENSE

Fresh - 45 Days,
Renewal - 30 Days

35/-

Fresh 1000/- ,
Renewal 750/-

Fresh - 1035/- ,
Renewal - 785/-

49

POSSESSION CERTIFICATE
(FOR HOUSE SITE PURPOSE)

7 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

50

PRAJAVANI

15 Days

25/-

Nil

25/-

51

RESIDENCE CERTIFICATE

1st Time-7 Days, 2nd
Time & There after
15 Min*

35/-

Nil

35/-

52

RESIDENCE CERTIFICATE –
GENERAL

1st time -7 Days, &
thereafter - 15
Minutes

35/-

Nil

35/-

53

SCHOOL REGISTRATION

7 Days, Cat B

35/-

As
Stipulated

35/- + Statutory
Charges

54

SETHWAR /
SUPLEMENTARY
SETHWAR/RESETTLEMENT
REGISTER/FLR

15 Days, Cat B

35/-+
postal
charges

Nil

35/-+ postal
charges

55

SUB-DIVISIONS OF LANDS

30 Days, Cat B

35/-

As
Stipulated

35/- + Statutory
Charges

56

WASOOL BAQI

15 Days, Cat B

35/-+
postal
charges

Nil

35/-+ postal
charges

57

ENCUMBRANCE
CERTIFICATE

Same Day If
Submitted before 2
PM

35/-

100/-

135/-

15 Minutes, Cat A

25/-

70/-

95/-

15 Minutes, Cat A

25/-

300 /-

325/-

15 Minutes, Cat A

25/-

300 /-

325/-

15 Minutes, Cat A

25/-

300 /-

325/-

15 Minutes, Cat A

25/-

70/-

95/-

15 Minutes, Cat A
15 Minutes, Cat A
Cat B, SLA Awaited
Cat B, SLA Awaited
Cat B, SLA Awaited
Cat B, SLA Awaited

25/25/35/35/35/35/-

70/70/300/300/300/300/-

95/95/335/335/335/335/-

15 Minutes, Cat A

25/- per
transaction
+ 5/- per
additional
copy

20/- per
copy of
certificate

45/- + 25/- per
additional copy

58
59
60

61

REGISTRATION &
STAMPS

62
63
64
65
66
67
68

69

MUNICIPAL
ADMINISTRATION

CERTIFIED COPY OF
REGISTRATION DOCUMENT
CERTIFIED COPY OF BYELAWS
CERTIFIED COPY OF
CERTIFICATE OF
REGISTRATION FIRMS
CERTIFIED COPY OF
CERTIFICATE OF
REGISTRATION SOCIETIES
PRE-REGISTRATION /SLOT
BOOKING
REGISTRATION OF SOCIETY
REGISTRATION OF FIRM
FIRM NAME CHANGE
DISSOLUTION OF FIRM
AMENDMENTS OF SOCIETY
SUBMISSION OF APPEAL

BIRTH CERTIFICATE – GHMC
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70

71

72

DEATH CERTIFICATE –
GHMC

BIRTH CERTIFICATE
CORRECTIONS - GHMC

DEATH CERTIFICATE
CORRECTIONS – GHMC

73

CHILD NAME INCLUSION –
GHMC

74

NON AVAILABILITY
CERTIFICATE – BIRTH GHMC

75

NON AVAILABILITY
CERTIFICATE - DEATH –
GHMC

76

77

78

BIRTH CERTIFICATE –
C&DMA

DEATH CERTIFICATE –
C&DMA

CORRECTIONS IN BIRTH
CERTIFICATE – CDMA

15 Minutes, Cat A

25/- per
transaction
+ 5/- per
additional
copy

20/- per
copy of
certificate

45/- + 25/- per
additional copy

6 Working days

35/- per
transaction
+ 5/- per
additional
copy

60 + 20/per copy of
certificate

95/- + 25/- per
additional copy

6 Working days

35/- per
transaction
+ 5/- per
additional
copy

60 + 20/per copy of
certificate

95/- + 25/- per
additional copy

6 Working days

35/- per
transaction
+ 5/- per
additional
copy

20/- per
copy of
certificate

55/- + 25/- per
additional copy

3 Working days

35/- per
transaction
+ 5/- per
additional
copy

20/- per
copy of
certificate

55/- + 25/- per
additional copy

3 Working days

35/- per
transaction
+ 5/- per
additional
copy

20/- per
copy of
certificate

55/- + 25/- per
additional copy

First time 5 days
second and
subsequent times 15 min

First time 5 days
second and
subsequent times 15 min

5 days Cat B

35/-

35/-

35/-

Each copy
50/- (Up to
4 copies)
From 5th
onwards
100/-

Each copy
50/- (Up to
4 copies)
From 5th
onwards
100/-

50/- (Up to
4 copies)
th
From 5
onwards
100/-

35/- + Panchayat
level+10/- per
copy,
Muncipality-35/+ 50/- up to 4
copies,
beyond 4 copies
100/35/- + Panchayat
level+10/- per
copy,
Muncipality-35/+ 50/- up to 4
copies,
beyond 4 copies
100/35/- + Panchayat
level+10/- per
copy,
Muncipality-35/+ 50/- up to 4
copies,
beyond 4 copies
100/-

79

CORRECTIONS IN DEATH
CERTIFICATE – CDMA

5 days Cat B

35/-

50/- (Up to
4 copies)
th
From 5
onwards
100/-

35/- + Panchayat
level+10/- per
copy,
Muncipality-35/+ 50/- up to 4
copies,
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beyond 4 copies
100/-

CHILD NAME INCLUSION –
C&DMA

80

First time 5 days ,
2nd time onwards 15
min

35/-

50/- (Up to
4 copies)
From 5th
onwards
100/-

35/- + Panchayat
level+10/- per
copy,
Muncipality-35/+ 50/- up to 4
copies,
beyond 4 copies
100/-

81

PERMISSION FOR WATER
CONNECTIONS – C&DMA

15 Days Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

82

TRANSFER OF TITLE DEEDS
– C&DMA

15 Days Cat B

35/-

0.1% on
Value of
Property

35/-+ Statutory
Charges

83

APPLYING FOR TRADE
LICENSE – C&DMA

Cat B

35 /-

As
stipulated

35/- + As
stipulated

84

APPLYING FOR BUILDING
PERMISSION – C&DMA

15 Days Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

15 Days Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

15 Days Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

15 Days Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

15 Days Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

35/-

50/- (Up to
4 copies)
From 5th
onwards
100/-

35/- + Panchayat
level+10/- per
copy,
Muncipality-35/+ 50/- up to 4
copies beyond 4
copies 100/-

First time 5 days ,
2nd time onwards 15
min

35/-

50/- (Up to
4 copies)
From 5th
onwards
100/-

35/- + Panchayat
level+10/- per
copy,
Muncipality-35/+ 50/- up to 4
copies beyond 4
copies 100/-

7 Days

35/-

As
Stipulated

35/- + Statutory
Charges

7 Days

35/-

As
Stipulated

35/- + Statutory
Charges

21 Days

35/-

As
Stipulated

35/- + Statutory
Charges

7 Days

35/-

As
Stipulated

35/- + Statutory
Charges

7 days, Cat B
15 Minutes, Cat A

35/25/-

NIl
Nil

35/25/-

15days, Cat B

35/-

500/- for 2
years

535/-

NEW ASSESSMENT
REQUEST – C&DMA
SUB-DIVISION REQUEST –
C&DMA
EXEMPTION REQUEST –
C&DMA
VACATION REMISSION –
C&DMA

85
86
87
88

NON AVAILABILITY
CERTIFICATE – BIRTH –
CDMA

89

NON AVAILABILITY
CERTIFICATE - DEATH –
CDMA

90

91

92

93

POLICE

94

95
96
97

CIVIL SUPPLIES

PERMISSION OF
BANDHOBUST
ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATES
FOR (CHARACTER,
ANTECEDENTS, NO
OBJECTION FOR VEHICLE)
MISSING LOST
DOCUMENTS
LICENSE FOR HOSTELS,
LODGES, THEME,
ENTERTAINMENT,
RESTAURANTS, BARS,
DHABAS AND RESORTS
RATION CARD MUTATIONS
PRINT RATION CARD
FP SHOP RENEWAL

First time 5 days ,
2nd time onwards 15
min
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LL SLOT BOOKING WITH FEE
PAYMENT

98

15 Min, Cat A

25/

Application
fees is Rs.
30 (for each
class of
vehicle),
Service
charge is Rs.
30

85/-

99

DL SLOT BOOKING WITH
FEE PAYMENT

15 Min, Cat A

25/

100
101

RC ABSTRACT
DL ABSTRACT

15 Min, Cat A
15 Min, Cat A

25/25/-

Application
Fee - Rs.
40/- , Test
Fee - Rs.
100/-,
Smart Card
Fee- Rs.
200/-,
Service
Charge - Rs.
150, Postal
Charge - Rs.
35
65/65/-

7 days, Cat B

35/-

900/-

935/-

7 days, Cat B

35/-

1000/-

1035/-

30 days, Cat B

35/-

500/- per
subject

35/- + 500/- per
Subject

RTA

102
103
EDUCATION
104

APPLICATION FOR ISSUE OF
AGE CERTIFICATE
APPLICATION FOR
DUPLICATE MEMO OF
MARKS
APPLICATION FOR RECOUNTING OF MARKS

550/-

90/90/-

105

APPLICATION FOR
MIGRATION CERTIFICATE

7 days, Cat B

35/-

80/-

135/-

106

NAME CHANGE – NPDCL

7 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

30 Days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

30 Days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

30 Days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

30 Days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

30 Days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

30 Days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

30 Days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

30 Days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

7 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

7 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

107
108

109

110
NPDCL
111
112
113
114
115
116

NEW CONNECTION - 6A –
STREET LIGHTS – NPDCL
NEW CONNECTION - 6B –
PUBLIC WATER WORKS –
NPDCL
NEW CONNECTION GENERAL PURPOSE –
NPDCL
NEW CONNECTION RELIGIOUS PLACES
(TEMPLES, CHURCH,
MOSQUE, GOVT. SCHOOLS
ETC.) – NPDCL
NEW CONNECTION
COMMERCIAL –NPDCL
NEW CONNECTION
COMMERCIAL-HOARDINGSNPDCL
NEW CONNECTION
DOMESTIC –NPDCL
LOAD CHANGE – NPDCL
CATEGORY LOAD CHANGENPDCL
CATEGORY CHANGENPDCL
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PAVALA VADDI

GM/DIC (Micro/
Medium/ Large/
Mega-30 Days &
Commisionerate/SLC60 Days, cat-B

35/-

Nil

35/-

CLEANER PRODUCTION
MEASURES

GM/DIC (Micro/
Medium/ Large/
Mega-30 Days &
Commisionerate/SLC60 Days, cat-B

35/-

Nil

35/-

SKILLS UP GRADATION

GM/DIC (Micro/
Medium/ Large/
Mega-30 Days &
Commisionerate/SLC60 Days, cat-B

35/-

Nil

35/-

ISO/BIS CERTIFICATION

GM/DIC (Micro/
Medium/ Large/
Mega-30 Days &
Commisionerate/SLC60 Days, cat-B

35/-

Nil

35/-

POWER COST
REIMBURSEMENT

GM/DIC (Micro/
Medium/ Large/
Mega-30 Days &
Commisionerate/SLC60 Days, cat-B

35/-

Nil

35/-

122

SALES TAX
REIMBURSEMENT

GM/DIC (Micro/
Medium/ Large/
Mega-30 Days &
Commisionerate/SLC60 Days, cat-B

35/-

Nil

35/-

123

STAMP DUTY/LAND
COST/LAND CONVERSION
CHARGES/MORTGAGE
DUTY

GM/DIC (Micro/
Medium/ Large/
Mega-30 Days &
Commisionerate/SLC60 Days, cat-B

35/-

Nil

35/-

124

INVESTMENT SUBSIDY

GM/DIC (Micro/
Medium/ Large/
Mega-30 Days &
Commisionerate/SLC60 Days, cat-B

35/-

Nil

35/-

125

25% POWER SUBSIDY
CONVERSION
TO INDUSTRIAL POWER
TARIFF
100%/50% STAMP DUTY
REFUND
RECRUITMENT ASSISTANCE
50% EXHIBITION RENTAL
REFUND
TIER II/III LOCATION
ANCHOR COMPANY
INCENTIVE
REIMBURSEMENT OF
PATENT FILING COST
DECLARATION OF IT PARK
STATUS
REIMBURSEMENT OF
QUALITY CERTIFICATION
EXPENDITURE
SPECIFIC INCENTIVES FOR
SC/ST/ WOMEN

90 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

90 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

90 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

90 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

90 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

90 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

90 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

90 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

90 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

90 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

117

118

119

120
Industries and
Commerce
121

126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

ITC
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ENTREPRENEURS
135

90 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

7 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

7 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

7 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

139

ALLOTMENT OF LAND
REGISTRATION OF
ESTABLISHMENT / SHOP
(FORM - I)
RENEWAL OF
ESTABLISHMENT / SHOP
(FORM - III)
ISSUANCE OF DUPLICATE
CERTIFICATE FOR
REGISTERED
ESTABLISHMENT / SHOP
NOTICE OF CHANGE

7 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

140

RECONNAISSANCE PERMIT

180 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

141

PROSPECTING LICENSE

270 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

MINING LEASE

1 year, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

GRANITE QUARRY LEASE

180 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

136

137
Labour
138

142
143
144

Mining and
Geology

MARBLE QUARRY LEASE

180 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

145

OTHER QUARRY LEASE

120 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

146

MINERAL DEALER LICENSE

30 days, Cat B

35/-

Nil

35/-

147

CROP INSURANCE

With in 1 working
day,
Cat-A

10/-

Nil

10/-

2 Working Days, Cat
B

10/-

Nil

10/-

Cat B, SLA Awaited

35/-

Nil

35/-

Cat B, SLA Awaited

35/-

Nil

35/-

Cat B, SLA Awaited

35/-

Nil

35/-

15 Minutes, Cat A

10/-

Nil

10/-

Agriculture
148
149
150
Election
151
152

SUBSIDIZED SEED
DISTRIBUTION
APPLICATION OF
TRANSPOSITION
APPLICATION FOR
INCLUSION OF NAME IN
THE ELECTORAL ROLES
APPLICATION OF CHANGE
OF DETAILS
ISSUE OF VOTER
CERTIFICATE/I-CARD

10.Adherence to SLA
A Table showing the adherence to SLA's is given below. It can be seen that 76 % of the Cat. B services have
been rendered within SLA. The entire system is being re-visited and attempts are being made to improve
this number further.
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 Total number of transactions have reached the 2 crore mark, where category A & B are contributing 75
& 151 lakhs respectively.
 Total numbers of approved transactions are 1.34 crores and only around 1 lakh transactions are pending
beyond SLA.

Department wise Total Number of Transactions
Departments

Category A

Category B

Category A & B

Pending with in SLA

Approved

Rejected

Pending beyond SLA

REVENUE
REGISTRATION and
STAMPS
MUNICIPAL
ADMINISTRASTION
CIVIL SUPPLIES
SSLR
GHMC
UIDAI
OTHERS
Grand Total

6990591

13020030

20010621

654433

11642341

635569

81210

134343

1318900

1453243

4415

1193550

117267

3668

130211

276841

407052

16005

213546

31522

15766

94656
102524
56921
30421
1022
7540689

228699
118202
125050
0
51027
15138749

323355
220726
181971
30421
52049
22679438

33612
17099
2220
0
9390
737174

149828
70508
110135
0
31681
13411589

28014
17521
10992
0
4715
845600

17245
13073
1703
0
5266
137931

Service wise Total Number of Transactions (Top Twenty)
Row Labels
CURRENT ADANGAL /
PAHANI
INCOME CERTIFICATE
INTEGRATED CERTIFICATE
RESIDENCE CERTIFICATE –
GENERAL
ENCUMBRANCE
CERTIFICATE
ROR - 1B
RESIDENCE CERTIFICATE –
PASSPORT
OBC CERTIFICATE
BIRTH CERTIFICATE - CDMA
RATION CARD DATA
CORRECTIONS
EBC CERTIFICATE
ISES SERVICES INTEGRATED CERTIFICATE
ISES SERVICES -INCOME
CERTIFICATE
CERTIFIED COPY OF
REGISTRATION DOCUMENT
MUTATION
LATE REGISTRATION OF
BIRTH
FAMILY MEMBER
CERTIFICATE
F-LINE PETITIONS
F.M.B COPY
PRINT RATION CARD

Category A & B

Category A

Category B

Approved

Rejected

Pending with in SLA

Pending beyond SLA

6292004

6189769

102235

50736

45547

1887

4037

5040985
4538957

0
0

5040985
4538957

4733895
3960388

154269
191129

132578
369952

17606
14835

1872497

0

1872497

1765509

56371

44061

5593

1305525

0

1305525

1183231

114213

4415

3666

589695

323262

266433

240252

25753

0

428

286484

0

286484

266856

15189

3709

656

274683
258228

0
107304

274683
150924

238968
111353

25893
22530

8264
8333

1495
8706

224328

0

224328

146751

27518

33547

16512

188955

0

188955

156654

25346

4650

2253

157164

154430

2734

1270

910

251

303

148458

147110

1348

736

582

5

25

147715

134343

13372

10318

3054

0

0

143726

0

143726

69036

45669

23574

5447

132602

0

132602

59010

8470

46742

18380

110944

0

110944

71997

25512

9788

3647

106752
102827
94656

0
102524
94656

106752
303
0

64973
248
0

15466
10
0

15402
0
0

10911
44
0
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11.Problem Resolution and Query Handling

Immediate Problem Resolution has helped a long way in building confidence and stabilizing the application.
The following Problem Resolution techniques have been adopted in Mee Seva –
Meeseva Request Tracking System (MRTS): MRTS has been introduced for automatic tracking of requests.
It is a web based Ticket and Change Request raising and tracking tool. The system facilitates tracking of
requests “who requested what-when requested-what was done to address the request-who handled the
request-how much time it took them”. Request Tracker is easy to use, where one screen records all
information about a single request. Extensive search capabilities allow the user to identify similar problems
or requests that were handled in the past, making the solutions instantly available. The tool provides the
following advantages:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Accessible from anywhere across the web
Easy & User Friendly to use
Supports & Maintains Role Based requests & Workflows
Single Window to track and trace any of requests / issues raised
Reduces the issue / request resolution time & increases overall productivity
Helps Management for better assessment
Brings Collaboration

1100 - This is the call center number. The customers can call this Call number and register their complaints
or seek information.
Online Discussion Forum with FAQ: “(http://meeseva.gov.in/APSDCDeptPortal/User Interface/
DiscussionPage.aspx)” This Forum is open to the Mee Seva Users, kiosk operators etc .In this discussion
forum, all the frequently asked and recently asked questions are listed. New queries are also being asked
and answered across this Forum.
Help Desk email ID (http://meeseva.gov.in/APSDCDeptPortal/UserInterface/Help-Desk.html): e-mails can
be sent directly to this Help-Desk Mail id for suggestions, complaints and grievances. Kiosk owners can also
seek tech support from this Desk.
PMU email ID (pmu.meeseva@gmail.com): A single email id: has been created and circulated among the
kiosk operators, department officals and the citizens. Project Management Unit at IT&C department, AP
Secretariat addresses every single issue received through unique email id (citizen grievance report, change
request etc.), coordinates with service providers and concerned government department(s) to resolve the
issue and provides timely issue resolution status report/feedback to kiosk opertors/ citizens. This e-mail id
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has been available from the beginning of the Project, and has been very useful from the beginning itself for
inter departmental communication and resolving SCA-CSC problems.
Field Surveys: The feedback from the beneficiaries is being obtained periodically by teams visiting the
centers and has been used for improving the system e.g. in high volume centers, where scanning of
documents was resulting in long queues, high-speed scanners were introduced with scanning by a
dedicated team in the kiosk.

12.Privacy and Security Policy
The entire ownership of the data vests with the Department itself. All the data is located in co-located
Departmental servers in a highly secured environment in SDC, where all the Security policies are under
implementation. Additional hardware has been provided to some Departments from IT&C on need-basis.
NMS is in place and firewalls are functional.
At the application level, Mee Seva application has been security-audited initially by a Cert–in certified
Agency and by STQC and the deficiencies rectified.
Class-3 digital signatures have been issued to all the Departmental officers and kiosk operators for
accessing Mee Seva portal for delivery of services. All the certificates issued are being stored at the SECR
for future on-line verification through the portal. SECR also serves as a repository, where certificates issued
under Category B (involving Departmental work-flow and field level verification) are stored and can be reissued second time across the Counter (Cat. A).
The Mee Seva Portal is integrated with PKI components such as Form Signer & Form Signer Pi for
authenticating the respective individual for accessing the portal as well as for processing the requests
through digital signatures. Mee Seva Portal uses standard Web technologies and techniques such as Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL), HTTP redirects, cookies, JavaScript, and strong symmetric key encryption to deliver the
single sign-in service. The sign-in, sign-out, and registration pages are centrally hosted in the Mee Seva
Portal.
 All critical servers accessible via internet are being protected by a router or firewall approved by the
information technology and communications department
 All internet commerce servers including payment servers, database servers, and web servers are
protected by firewalls in a demilitarized zone.
 All connection between APSDC internal networks and the internet are through an approved firewall and
related access controls
 Intrusion detection systems are installed at the firewall to monitor external hacking attempts & to
monitor changes within the firewall itself.
 All systems within APSDC have static IPs.
 All suspicious network activities are monitored and blocked.
 Bandwidth utilization reports are generated and logged
 The gateway is integrated with the antivirus wall.

13.Innovation
The project started with a philosophy that Failure is a natural byproduct of experimentation and effective
performers learn from intelligent failures resulting out of thoughtful forays into novel territory. The Project
successfully tried out INNOVATIVE, NOVEL and hitherto UNKNOWN practices and thereby unraveled the
mysteries and bursted the myths surrounding and hampering the country’s e-Govt. space for the last ten
years. Some of the ‘many firsts’ of the project are:
 Categorization of services - Since the first priority is to deliver services across the counter, services were
categorized into Cat. A and B. Cat. A service was to be delivered across the counter by accessing the
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departmental databases by pre signing them in bulk with digital signatures. More than one third of
MeeSeva transactions are category A eliminating the need for citizens to pay multiple visits.
 Single sign-on - It was implemented so that the departmental user moves seamlessly between
departmental and MeeSeva application.
 Digital signing of databases including bulk signing - Using the newly developed web-based application, the
data ported to the central databases was pre-signed digitally. For this purpose all the authorities, who are
authorized to sign were provided with Class 3 digital signature certificates and trained to use them. Bulk
signing was adopted to increase the pace of signing manifold. This has never been tried before at this
scale and is tamper-proof allowing audit trail to be maintained for all transactions.
 State Electronic Certificate Repository (SECR) - All the certificates and documents issued by MeeSeva are
being stored at a virtual location called SECR. SECR is placed in the public domain for verification of the
certificates (issued under MeeSeva) using the unique Application number.
 Creation of new databases - It was expected that during the month of June-August, there will be a huge
demand from students for certificates for social benefits such as income, residence and caste certificates.
This data was initially collected at School/college level for Class X and above students, and then verified
and digitally signed by Tehsildars. This signed data was kept in a new database, so as to deliver this service
under Category A when the need arises.
 Secured stationery - Secured stationery with 8 security features is being used to deliver the certificates, to
make duplication difficult. Online Verification, of course is possible by using the SECR.
 Capacity building -Several training programs, workshops conducted for various levels for effective
implementation of project. District level IT Training centers constructed and satellite channels used for
large-scale training of center operators.
 Role of District e-Governance Society (DeGS) - DeGS have been made the nodal agencies for the
implementation of MeeSeva. All the operational and technical issues in the district are being taken by the
DeGS. The Departmental user charges for the transactions are being sent to them.
 Future modifications/enhancements - In the next step, once public confidence is fully achieved, secured
stationery will be removed, and these services will be rendered through the MeeSeva portal. PDFs of
these documents will be delivered online, and may be printed by the User at his convenience. This will be
followed by having a lightweight mobile version of this application, thereby bringing AP in line with the
most advanced nations in terms of service delivery.
 Google Locator- All the centres have also been mapped on google map for easy access to the

citizens.

14.e- Inclusion
Mee Seva is an all-inclusive program, and has vastly benefitted all sections of the society, and especially the
poor section, who relies heavily on welfare schemes for their well-being. On analysis it can be seen that
approximately many of the services pertain to integrated certificates: Income, Residence, DOB and Nativity.
This has made it very easy for the students, who are applying for College admissions under different
reservation quotas, to timely submit their applications.
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 Employment Generation through MeeSeva: 7000 MeeSeva Kiosks across the state act as a medium of
employment generation to thousands of youths.
 Employment to Women: Direct Employment to 700 Women Kiosk Operators (10% of total Kiosks)
 Benefits to Farmers: Issuance of 56,51,191 Land Record Copies across the state.
 Benefits to BPL Citizens: Issuance of authenticated Income Certificates with in prescribed time limit to
3836167 Below Poverty Line (BPL) families.
 Benefits to SC/ST/BC Communities: Issuance of authenticated Caste Certificates to 37,73,600 SC/ST/BC
families
 Benefits to Students: Issuance of 51,87,703 income certificates, 19,21,386 residence certificates to
citizens, which are mostly used by students for education purpose.
In addition the initiative promotes inclusive governance agenda of e-inclusion and facilitates:








Universal access to physical ICT infrastructure through distributed network of CSCs.
Efficient and transparent service delivery to citizens by overcoming traditional methods.
Promoting awareness of the benefits the initiative through multimedia promotions.
Provide an enabling environment and policies for the development of ICT
Capacity building by providing system training to department officials and kiosk operators.
Access to system through internet or other networks to kiosk operators and department officials
Incorporating innovative methods of communication: Online Forums, Social Media, Video Conferences
etc.
 Foster the development of a knowledge based society and bridging the digital divide
 Appropriate access to system through access to local language

15.Strategies adopted for bringing about the transformation and positive impact
The following strategy was adopted for implementing the Mee Seva Project
 Inter departmental coordination meetings - Once Mee Seva was conceptualized, meetings are conducted
with key Departments, to describe the entire concept, its impact and take them on board at the very
inception.
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 Categorization of services- The services are categorized as high volume and high impact services, which
are most desired by the citizens. Since the first priority is to deliver these services across the counter,
these services are categorized into Category A and Category B services. Category A Services are to be
delivered across the counter by accessing the departmental databases. Category B services cannot be
delivered across the counter as they involve workflow to the department and approval of the concerned
authorities, sometimes with physical verification.
 Establishing delivery channels- Delivery channels like eSeva centers, CSCs etc. are established to cater to
citizens’ service requests. Wherever there is any shortfall, new CSCs are established. More than 7000 Mee
Seva counters are made available across the State, both in rural and urban with a uniform look and feel.
All these counters are established as per certain specifications and guidelines issued by State.
 Development of web-based Mee seva application - Mee Seva is a web-based application and offers the
highest level of transparency in extending G2C services. The robust IT mechanism enables a tamper-proof
way to service delivery mechanism.
 Improving/establishing connectivity- Since many of the transactions require substantial flow of data,
internet connectivity is provided or improved to all the Government departments as well as the kiosks.
The Horizontal Connectivity scheme of the GOI is used for this purpose.
 Digitization of records- Records are digitized, wherever digital databases are not available.
 Creation of new databases for Social services - It was expected that during the month of June-August,
there is a huge demand from students for certificates for social benefits such as income, residence and
caste certificates. This data is initially collected at School/college level for Class X and above students, and
then verified and digitally signed by Tahsildars. This signed data is kept in a new database, so as to deliver
this service under Category A when the need arises.
 Centralizing databases - Databases, containing the information are purified and ported to the central
departmental database server co-located at the State Data Center.
 Digital signing of databases including bulk-signing - Using the newly developed web-based application, the
data ported to the central databases is signed digitally. For this purpose all the authorities, who are
authorized to sign are provided with Class 3 digital signature certificates and trained to use them. Bulk
signing is adopted to increase the pace of signing manifold. This is tamper-proof and audit trail is
maintained for all transactions.
 State Electronic Certificate Repository (SECR) - All the certificates and documents issued by Mee Seva are
being stored at a location called SECR. SECR is placed in the public domain for verification of the
certificate (issued under Mee Seva) using the unique Application number.
 Establishing Backend hardware - Backend hardware is procured, wherever required to support centralized
databases and high transaction applications.
 Ownership of data with User Departments - Data ownership and maintenance is kept with the dataowning Department to create a sense of security.
 Legal framework - Government of Andhra Pradesh has issued Andhra Pradesh Information Technology
Rules (Electronic Service Delivery), 2011 in order to provide legal sanctity to the digitally signed
certificates and make it mandatory for the Departments to migrate to electronic service delivery within a
period of three years. This has ensured that departments move to electronic delivery of services in a
period of time.
 Delegation of powers to field functionaries - In order to have better administrative control, the powers of
Director, ESD is delegated to the Joint collector, who is called Addl. Director, ESD.
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 Creation of District e-Governance Society - District e-Governance Societies are created and are made the
nodal agencies for the implementation of Mee Seva. All the operational and technical issues in the district
are being taken by the DeGS. The Departmental user charges for the transactions are being sent to them.
 Capacity building of variuos stakeholders - Several training programs, workshops are conducted for
various levels of people for effective implementation of project.
 District Mee Seva Resource team: A District Mee Seva Resource team is created to assist in capacity
building and day-to-day implementation of this program.
 Secured stationery - Secured stationery with 8 security features is being used to deliver the certificates, to
make duplication difficult. Online Verification, of course is possible by using the SECR.
 Publicity - Participation by Public representatives in the inauguration has got wide media publicity. Wide
publicity has also been given via electronic and print media, so that people know of the changed
mechanism and do not go to the old system.
 Call centre for receiving feedback/grievances/complaints - 24X7 Call center is active to get feedback from
the citizen.
 Customized SMS - Customized SMS for different level of administrative officers for their own level of
jurisdiction are sent daily so that they know the transactions taking place in their jurisdiction, and what is
the pendency within and beyond SLA.
 Automatic Payment Gateway - The payment collected from the applicant at the kiosk is distributed online
automatically to the various stake-holders in real-time, which solves the problem of reconciliations, latepayments, embezzlements and audit paras.
 Reward/Penalty for non-delivery - A system of awarding positive marks for good performance and vice
versa is being evolved and this is being be used during the ranking of individuals before administrative
transfers.
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16.Sustainability
Mee Seva works on Public Private Partnership (PPP) mode wherein Mee Seva Centers are maintained,
operated and run by Authorized Agents (AAs) who are appointed & managed by Authorized Service
Providers (ASPs). These ASPs and AAs are Government approved agents mandated with proper terms and
conditions for delivering the service.
Economic Sustainability
The project was launched with an initial seed investment of Rupees 9 Crores. But the user fee model allows
ploughing back the revenues for maintenance, development and upgrading of services. User charges are
fixed considering the profitability for various stake holders involved in the project without unduly
burdening the citizen. With 2 Crore transactions by now, project has already made more than Rs 70 Crores
in user fees and recovered the entire initial investment allowing decent returns for all the stakeholders,
which are being shared amongst them. More than 28%/20% (A/B Category) is shared with respective
departments (to maintain the databases, necessary infrastructure, capacity building), 26%/14% (A/B
Category) with Director, ESD (to maintain MeeSeva Infrastructure/application maintenance), 14%/9% (A/B
Category) with Authorized Service Providers (SCA, Monitoring & Infrastructure) while the majority of
32%/57% (A/B Category) is shared with the MeeSeva center which is a cutting edge interface at the local
level. This has made the project self-sustainable.
The project has already attained critical mass and with multiple stakeholders both within and outside the
government, it would be virtually impossible for anybody to reverse the processes and gains achieved. The
sharing pattern of User charges (in Rs.) is as follows –
Category
A
B

% of Breakup

Kiosk

SCA

Infra

Department

Amount
% Share
Amount
% Share

8
32
20
57

4
14
3
9

6
26
5
14

7
28
7
20

Total user charges with
Service Tax
25
100
35
100

Capacity Building
IT&C Department has collaborated with IEG, Hyderabad to organize trainings to kiosk operators and
department officials on MeeSeva services. Monthly Training calendar is prepared and communicated to
government offices and kiosk operators, who can attend the training as per the schedule. 14,181
department officials and kiosk operators have been trained till 9th July 2013 by capacity building team of
IT&C department

Department/Kiosk Operator wise Training Details
No. of Department Officials
No. of Kiosk operators
Total

Nominations

Trained

%

10671
7368
18039

8575
5606
14181

80%
76%
79%

 Overall 583 Training sessions have been conducted for 59 services of 8 Government Departments.
 5606 have been trained out of 7368 Kiosk operators enrolled for the Mee Seva training.
 8575 have been trained out of 10671 Departmental officials enrolled for the Mee Seva training.
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17.Number of users and services
 So far more than 2 Crore people have availed the services of Mee Seva so far. The latest figures can be
seen at meeseva.gov.in
 Total 153 various departmental services are developed and being delivered through Mee Seva.
 19 out of 153 Services have covered more than 1 Lakh transactions till 12th July 2013
 54 out of 153 Services have covered more than 1 Thousand transactions till 12th July 2013
 81 services are showing less than hundred transactions as these services have been launched recently
and training to kiosk operators, department officials is under process
 In addition more than 70 Lakh transactions per month are recorded for other services like utility bills,
B2C etc.
 A
brief
documentary
on
Mee
Seva
can
be
seen
at:
http://apit.ap.gov.in/images/stories/pdf/Mee_Seva_Film.avi
Total No of
Services

Grand Total of
Category A &
B

Total No
Transactions of
Category A

Total No
Transactions of
Category B

Approved

Rejected

Pending
with in SLA

Pending
beyond SLA

153

22679438

7540689

15138749

13411589

845600

737174

137931

S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Department
UIDAI
REVENUE
REGISTRATION &STAMPS
MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION
POLICE
CIVIL SUPPLIES
RTA
EDUCATION
NPDCL
INDUSTRIES & COMMERCE
ITC
LABOUR
MINES &GEOLOGY
AGRICULTURE
ELECTION
Total

Cat A
2
7
5
4
0
1
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
24

Cat B
0
48
7
18
4
2
0
4
11
8
11
4
7
2
3
129

Total
2
55
12
22
4
3
4
4
11
8
11
4
7
2
4
153

18. Replicability of Mee Seva
Mee Seva has already been adopted as a National model for delivering G2C services and the e district MMP
has been accordingly redesigned.
 Replicability at State level - Both vertical and lateral expansion has become very easy and a plug and
play job. The addition of departments, districts, services, kiosks have achieved scale, scope and learning
economies. This is illustrated by the expansion of Meeseva from 1 district/120 centers/10 services/2
departments to 23 districts/7000 centers/153 services/15 departments in just about a year’s time.
 Replicability at National Level: MeeSeva has already been adopted as a National model for delivering
G2C services and the e district MMP has been accordingly redesigned making it become ready for
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replication pan-India. The DeiTY (GoI) has already sanctioned grants to AP to replicate MeeSeva in 5
states and convert MeeSeva into components to be placed in the National eGov app store for wider use.
 Future modifications/enhancements - In the next step, once public confidence is fully achieved, secured
stationery will be removed, and these services will be rendered through the Mee Seva portal. PDFs of
these documents will be delivered online, and may be printed by the User at his convenience. This will
be followed by having a light-weight mobile version of this application, thereby bringing AP in line with
the most advanced nations in terms of service delivery.

19. Limitations of project
Major challenges in this entire process can be classified as Technological, Logistical, Legal and Change
management. Of all these, irrespective of the technology used, the biggest challenge is change
management - most importantly weaning away the officialdom from corruption.
There is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more perilous to conduct, or more uncertain in its success,
than to take the lead in the introduction of a new order of things. MeeSeva is one such example where the
team had to play all the three roles of the change leadership that included the role of the architect to coach
to on the field leading by example and to know when to play which role. The leadership needed both
strategic insight as well as execution. The execution needed a culture with robust dialogue – one that brings
reality to the surface through openness, candor, and informality. The process of change needed clear
articulation, communication and conflict resolution especially with regard to the acceptance of the new
digital environment perceived as a loss of official power and position.. This was done by building
movement for change and creating a network of evangelists (CIOs) at ALL management levels in various
departments. The speed of execution also allowed no time to the skeptics and vested interests to intensify
their resistance and undo the change.
In order to have better administrative control, the powers of Director, ESD were delegated to the Joint
collector which created decentralized leadership and ownership. The system of awarding good
performance and vice versa was evolved and used during the ranking of individuals before administrative
transfers. The District MeeSeva Resource team also assisted in capacity building and day-to-day
implementation of the program. In short, the MeeSeva team leadership believes in accessibility,
proactively inviting inputs and acknowledging its own fallibility.
Other challenges like technological, legal and Logistical were overcome with some diligence and systematic
planning.
Delivery of services electronically has certain pre-requisites which are as follows:






Availability of Databases in electronic form.
Back-end application to interact with the database and pull out information.
Front-end application to receive the citizen's request and communicate with Departmental
application.
Common Service Center for citizen to approach and request for Services.
Connectivity for connecting the delivery channels to the database and application.

In AP, all these pre-requisites were being satisfied to some extent, and the atmosphere was ripe for
applying this concept. However the most important issues to be considered were whole-hearted
stakeholder participation and change management. Once this concept was formulated and discussed with
the Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh, the idea appealed to him and he became the main driving force in
roping in all the departments for this initiative.
The key learning is that the Projects like Mee Seva should avoid the deeply rooted technological
determinism which assumes that the layering of ICTs in development alone will automatically solve many
pre-existing constraints related to gender, caste, feudalism, privilege and traditional exercises of power,
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factors which limit the real potential of ICTs in citizen centric service delivery in particular and development
in general.

20. Conclusion
Mee Seva is a true convergence of all the NeGP initiatives in rendering G2C services in a transparent, fast
and secure way. Mee Seva thus ended the 'tyranny of ink signatures'. It created a silent wave and with its
sweep allowed many moribund processes and approaches to be revamped.

With 4000 horizontal links of 14 Government Department offices added to the APSWAN, it has
now been fully utilised and plans are afoot to upgrade the district-mandal link to 4Mbps.
Nowhere in the Country has this been achieved.
The state data centre which had no takers couple of years back is now brimming. The state is
happy to plan for the next phase to expand the SDC.
Mee Seva also allowed relook into age old practices and allowed their reengineering.

Mee Seva is now available to 15 departments and has been instrumental in bringing a complete
revolution in Revenue and Registration department. The two systems have been centralised and
brought to the State Data Centre. The Integration between the two systems has also started from
this month which would lead to transparent land titling for the state thereby reducing the Land
Disputes and usher in favorable business environment.
Effectiveness of Mee Seva can be measured in the satisfied eyes of the citizen taking this hassle-free service
to realize the true vision of democracy. With Mee Seva in place it will also be possible to implement and
monitor the Right to Services Act, which is in the offing. Although there have been experiments in
delivering public services in the past, a model like Mee Seva for the whole country offers the most
advanced, state of art, simple and cost-effective solution to meet the aspirations of the teeming millions in
the country.
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21. Annexure
A) List of Existing Services
SR.NO.

DEPARTMENT

1
2

UIDAI –
AADHAAR

SERVICE NAME

SR.NO.

DEPARTMENT

SERVICE NAME

KNOW YOUR AADHAAR
KNOW & SEED YOUR AADHAAR

41
42

3

EXTRACT OF ADANGAL / PAHANI

43

4

EXTRACT OF ROR 1B

44

5
6
7
8

COPY OF FMB
INCOME CERTIFICATE
RESIDENCE CERTIFICATE –GENERAL
RESIDENCE CERTIFICATE - PASSPORT
INTEGRATED CERTIFICATE (CASTENATIVITY-DATE OF BIRTH)

45
46
47
48

10

F-LINE PETITIONS

50

11

SUB-DIVISIONS OF LANDS
MUTATION OF ENTRIES IN REVENUE
RECORDS
NO EARNING MEMBER CERTIFICATE
FAMILY MEMBER CERTIFICATE
(SOCIAL SECURITY SCHEMES & GOVT.
EMPLOYEES / PENSIONERS)
OBC CERTIFICATE
EBC CERTIFICATE
AGRICULTURAL INCOME
CERTIFICATE
COPY OF VILLAGE MAP

51

SETHWAR / SUPLEMENTARY
SETHWAR/RESETTLEMENT REGISTER/FLR
KHASRA PAHANI

52

CERTIFIED COPIES OF TSLR

53

WASOOL BAQI

54

FAISAL PATTI

55
56

EXTRACT OF HOUSE SITE PATTA
EXTRACT OF D-FORM PATTA APPLICATION
POSSESSION CERTIFICATE (FOR HOUSE SITE
PURPOSE)
RATION CARD MUTATIONS

MONEY LENDING LICENSE
NATIONAL FAMILY BENEFIT SCHEME
APPLICATION
NO OBJECTION CERTIFICATE

59

9

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

DEMARCATION(HYD)
LOCALIZATION OF PROPERTIES(HYD)
PATTADAR PASS BOOK REPLACEMENT
SERVICE (TAHSILDAR)
DUPLICATE PATTADAR PASS BOOK
SERVICE (TAHSILDAR)
OLD ADANGAL/PAHANI DETAILS
CERTIFIED COPIES ISSUSED BY RDO
CHESALA PAHANI
CERTIFIED COPIES OF PANCHANAMA

49

CERTIFIED COPIES OF PT
REVENUE
DEPARTMENT

57
58
CIVIL SUPPLIES

PRINT RATION CARD

60

FP SHOP CHANGE

61

ENCUMBRANCE CERTIFICATE

APATHBANDHU APPLICATION

62

CERTIFIED COPY OF REGISTRATION
DEPARTMENT

23

PAWN BROKER LICENSE

63

24

SCHOOL REGISTRATION

64

21
22

REVENUE
DEPARTMENT

29
30
31
32
33

ALLOPATHIC MEDICAL CARE
HOSPITAL REGISTRATION
DUPLICATE COPY OF CERTIFICATEINCOME
DUPLICATE COPY OF CERTIFICATEINTEGRATED
DUPLICATE COPY OF CERTIFICATERESIDENCE
ISES- INCOME FEE REIMBURSEMENT
ISES-INCOME CERTIFICATE
ISES-RESIDENCE CERTIFICATE
ISES-INTEGRATED CERTIFICATE
ADANGAL /PAHANI CORRECTIONS

34

LAND CONVERSION

74

35

LATE REGISTRATION OF BIRTH

75

36

LATE REGISTRATION OF DEATH

76

37

LOAN ELIGIBILITY CARD

77

38

PRAJAVANI

78

39

APPEALS ON DEMARCATION (HYD)

79

40

CC OF ROM (HYD)

80

25
26
27
28

CERTIFIED COPY OF BYE-LAWS
CERTIFIED COPY OF CERTIFICATE OF
REGISTRATION FIRMS
CERTIFIED COPY OF CERTIFICATE OF
REGISTRATION SOCIETIES

65
66

REGISTRATION
DEPARTMENT

PRE-REGISTRATION /SLOT BOOKING

67

REGISTRATION OF SOCIETY

68

REGISTRATION OF FIRM

69
70
71
72
73

SUBMISSION OF APPEALS
AMENDMENT OF SOCIETY
CHANGE IN CONSTITUION FORM
FIRM NAME CHANGE
PERMISSION OF BANDHOBUST
ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATES FOR
(CHARACTER, ANTECEDANTS, NO
OBJECTION FOR VEHICLE)
MISSING LOST DOCUMENTS
LICENSE FOR HOSTELS, LODGES, THEME,
ENTERTAINMENT, RESTAURANTS, BARS,
DHABAS AND RESORTS
LL SLOT BOOKING WITH FEE PAYMENT

POLICE

TRANSPORT

DL SLOT BOOKING WITH FEE PAYMENT
RC ABSTRACT
DL ABSTRACT
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Sr.No.

Department

Service Name

Sr.No.

81

Birth Certificate – GHMC

117

82

Death Certificate – GHMC

118

83

Birth Certificate Corrections - GHMC

119

84

Death Certificate Corrections – GHMC

120

85

Child Name inclusion – GHMC

121

86

Non Availability Certificate – Birth - GHMC

122

87

Non Availability Certificate - Death – GHMC

123

88
89
90

124
125
126
127

CATEGORY CHANGE- NPDCL

92
93
94
95

Birth Certificate – C&DMA
Death Certificate – C&DMA
Child Name inclusion – C&DMA
Permission for Water Connections –
C&DMA
Transfer Of Title Deeds – C&DMA
Applying for Trade license – C&DMA
Applying for Building permission – C&DMA
New Assessment request – C&DMA

NEW CONNECTION COMMERCIALHOARDINGS-NPDCL
NEW CONNECTION DOMESTIC -NPDCL
Load Change - NPDCL
CATEGORY LOAD CHANGE- NPDCL

128
129
130
131

Pavala Vaddi
Cleaner Production Measures
Skills Up gradation
ISO/BIS Certification

96
97

Sub-Division request – C&DMA
Non Availability Certificate – Birth – CDMA

132
133

98

Non Availability Certificate - Death – CDMA

134

Municipality

91

99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106

Education

107

CORRECTIONS IN BIRTH CERTIFICATE –
CDMA
CORRECTIONS IN DEATH CERTIFICATE –
CDMA
Exemption request – C&DMA
Vacation remission – C&DMA
Application for issue of Age Certificate
Application for duplicate Memo of Marks
Application for Re-Counting of Marks
Application for Migration Certificate

Department

NPDCL

Service Name
NAME CHANGE – NPDCL
NEW CONNECTION - 6A – STREET LIGHTS –
NPDCL
NEW CONNECTION - 6B – PUBLIC WATER
WORKS – NPDCL
NEW CONNECTION - GENERAL PURPOSE –
NPDCL
NEW CONNECTION - RELIGIOUS PLACES
(Temples, Church, Mosque, Govt.Schools etc.)
– NPDCL
NEW CONNECTION COMMERCIAL -NPDCL

Industries &
Commerce

Power Cost Reimbursement
Sales Tax Reimbursement
Stamp Duty/Land Cost/Land Conversion
Charges/Mortgage Duty

135

Investment Subsidy

136

25% Power Subsidy

137
138
139
140
141
142

Conversion to Industrial Power Tariff
100%/50% Stamp duty Refund
Recruitment Assistance
50% Exhibition Rental Refund
Tier II/III Location Anchor Company Incentive
Reimbursement of Patent filing cost
Reimbursement of Quality Certification
expenditure

ICT

Issue of Voter Certificate/I-Card

143

Application for inclusion of Name in the
Electoral Roles

144

Declaration of IT Park Status

109

Application of change of details

145

Specific Incentives for SC/ST/Women
Entrepreneurs

110

Application of transposition
Registration of Establishment / Shop (Form
- I)
Renewal of Establishment / Shop (Form III)

146

Allotment of land

147

Reconnaissance permit

108
Election

111
112
Labour

148

Prospecting License
Mining and
Geology

113

Issuance of duplicate certificate for
Registered Establishment / Shop

149

114

Notice of Change

150

Granite Quarry Lease

Crop Insurance

151

Marble Quarry Lease

Subsidized Seed Distribution

152

Other Quarry Lease

153

Mineral Dealer License

115
116

Agriculture

Mining Lease
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B) List of Services to be Developed
Proposed Services for Development
S.N
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Department

Revenue

Revenue

Registration

Municipality

Name of Service
Change of name of citizens
No property Certificate
Land value Certificate
Small/Marginal Farmers Certificate
Extract of ORC(Occupancy Rights Certificate)
Certified Copy of NOC for petroleum storage
Issue/ Renewal of NOC's for Explosive License / Petroleum / Diesel
Outlets and others
Cinema Theatre License Renewal.
Permission for Bore well digging using WALTA act
Issue of NOC for construction of Cinema Hall
Increase or decrease of prices of Cinema Tickets
Permission to run benefit show
Renewal of arm license
Issue of NOC for storing of explosives
Manufacturing and sale of explosives
Issue of NOC for storing of Petroleum Products.
Relief Assistance to the victims of Fire Accident
Issue of Certified copies
Construction of underground storage tank for Petroleum Products
Tree Cutting License
NOC for Mining
Sand quarry Permission
K-Form
L-Form
Grant of License for Storage of Explosive Material
Grant of Agriculture Land on Lease
Grant of copy applications
Availability of Government Lands
Information related to House Sites & Land
Application for Citizenship
Antecedents Verification
Compassionate appointments
Sanction of financial assistance to Atrocity victims
Pre-Registration
Market Value
Hindu Marriage Registration
Special Marriage Registration
Renewal of trade License
New Assessment Service
Mutation (Title Transfer) Service
Vacation Remission Service
Exemption Service
Sub-Division Service
Rebate in property Tax

Brief Status

Requiremen
t gathering
Completed
Developmen
t to
Commence

In Pipeline

In Progress
In Progress

In Progress
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45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

Agriculture

Re- Assessment of Property tax
Revision Petition of property tax
No Due Certificate
New Trade License
Sanitary Certificate for School
Occupancy Certificate
Copy of Building permission service
Road cutting permission for water/sewage service
Voters List (Municipal Elections)
Polling Station List (Municipal Elections)
Disconnection of Water Service
Land Use Certificate
Master Plan copies
Road Development Plans
Industrial Land Use Development Plans
Zonal Development Plans
Layout Approval
New Water Supply Connection – HMWS
Enhancement in Water Connection
Change in Name
Change of Category
Change of Bore
Change of Usage
Discrepancies' in Billing
Application for Farm Mechanization Subsidy
New Manufacturer Application
Renewal Manufacturer Application
Duplicate Manufacturer Application
Manufacturer Name change Amendment Application
Manufacturer Address Change Amendment Application
Inclusion of Go-Downs Amendment Application
Inclusion of products Amendment Application
Responsible Person Details Amendment Application
Chemist Details Change Amendment Application
Go-Down Deletion Amendment Application
New Wholesale Dealer Application
Renewal Wholesale Dealer Application
Duplication Wholesale Dealer Application
Go-Down Inclusion Amendment Application
G-down Deletion Amendment Application
Firm Name change Amendment Application
Firm Address Change Amendment Application
Responsible Person Details Amendment Application
Inclusion Imported Products Amendment Application
New Retailer Dealer Application
Renewal Retailer Dealer Application
Duplication Retailer Dealer Application
Go-Down Inclusion Amendment Application
Go-Down Deletion Amendment Application
Firm Name change Amendment Application
Firm Address Change Amendment Application

In Progress

Yet to Start
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96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142

Inclusion Imported Products Amendment Application
Responsible Person Details Amendment Application
Issue of New Ration Card
Conversion of existing white cards to AAY cards
Issuance of MSP certificates and Permits
New gas Connection
Gas Booking
Changes in existing Gas connection (Agency, Address, Applicant
Name etc)
Civil Supplies
Member Addition
Member Deletion
Member Migration
Change of Energy Category(Gas/Kerosene)
Photo Change
Surrender of card Kerosene oil Depot Change
Conversion of White cards to Pink cards
Construction Worker Registration
Contract Labour Workers Registration
Motor Transport Workers Registration
Labour
Beedi & Cigar Workers Issue of Licenses
Interstate Migrant Workmen Registration
Trade Unions Registration
AP Labour Welfare Fund
Request of Transformer for Apartments
HT Services
Power
Distribution LT Multi Tracking Services
E-Returns - Filing of Tax returns
E-Registration - Registration of Companies registered under the
Commercial
Indian Companies Act, 1956 for VAT
Taxes
VAT 250 – Filing option for Composition Scheme Online
Form 501- Generation of Online TDS certificate
Registration with Employment
Employment Exchange Application for adding additional qualifications
Renewal of the Registration
Application receipt for Sanction of Social Security Pensions
Bank Linkage to the Self Help Groups in the District
Information on the status of disbursement of Social Security
Rural
Pensions
Developmen
Old age/widow/physically challenged/handlooms pension
t
application
Application for computer course
Application for financial help
License for liquor shop
License for liquor distribution
Excise
License for narcotics ( ND4) drugs for Lab purposes
Licenses for rectified spirit
Bar License
Old Age Pension
Widow Pension
Social
Welfare
Application receipt for Financial Assistance Schemes
Senior Citizen Certificate

In Progress

In Progress

Yet to Start

In Progress

Yet to Start

In Progress

Yet to Start

Yet to Start

Yet to Start
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143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162

Family
Welfare &
Health

Election

Application for sanction of incentive
Application for issue of 3 wheeler / two wheeler / calipers/artificial
limbs/hearing/blind hand stick / braille
EPASS – Registration
EPASS – Renewal
APPSC – Application
Birth and Death Registration
Appointment booking in Hospitals
VAIT (Vaccination Appointment for International Travelers)
Registration of Food Manufacturing Unit (below 12 lakhs)
Licensing of Food Manufacturing Unit
Grant of Licenses to Allopathic Medical Shops
Renewal of Licenses to Allopathic Medical Shops
Grant of Licenses to Drug Manufacturing Units
Renewal of Licenses to Drug Manufacturing Units
Grant of Licenses for Ayurvedic Manufacturing Units
Renewal of Licenses to Ayurvedic Drug Manufacturing Units
Grant of Licenses to Ayurvedic Medical Shops
Renewal of Licenses to Ayurvedic Medical Shops
Registration of Employee Health Scheme for health card (ehf.gov.in)
Application for Deletion of Name in Voters List

Yet to Start

In Progress
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C) MeeSeva Photographs (MeeSeva Centres/ Citizens/Awards):
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D) News Articles on Meeseva

TODAY'S PAPER » NATIONAL » ANDHRA PRADESH
HYDERABAD, July 2, 2013

A. Govt. departments to be made accountable for Mee Seva

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

State Government is all set to further enhance the ‘Mee Seva’ programme by making the government
departments accountable for delivery of services within the stipulated time-frame, Chief Minister N. Kiran
Kumar Reddy said here on Monday.
“We have launched the Citizen Charter for delivery of services in four of five departments under the Mee
Seva on an experimental basis. In the next two or three months, a new system to impose fine on the officers
who failed to deliver the services within the timelines will come into force,” he said.
Earlier a person used to go round the government offices for a certificate or document, wasting time, money
and paying ‘bribes’ of Rs.2,000 and more to middlemen. On an average, about three crore transactions would
take place in a year. Now thanks to transparent online services, people were spared of Rs. 4,000 crore to
Rs.5,000 crore collection that would have otherwise pocketed by the middle men, he said.
The programme which started with 10 services in November, 2011 had now touched 150 services, he said.
Mr. Reddy was speaking at the Commemoration Day of the 20-Point Programme and to celebrate the two
crore mark of Mee Seva transactions so far. He also launched 17 more new Mee Seva services related to
Agriculture, Labour, Mines and Geology and Education.
AICC general secretary Digvijay Singh was all praise for the State Government for leading the country in
implementation of 20-point economic programme conceived by late Prime Minister Indira Gandhi in 1975.
Complimenting the Chief Minister for his initiative on Mee Seva, an outreach of Government, he said by its
innovative application of Information Technology to bring in transparency and eradicate corruption at the

1|Page

last mile, the State emerged as a role model for the country. Later, 12 Collectors and other district and
mandal level officers were given away incentives for best performance under 20-point programme, egovernance and Mee Seva.
PCC President Botcha Satyanarayana, IT Minister Ponnala Lakshmaiah spoke and Dr.Tulasi Reddy presided
over the meeting.
In the next two or three months, a new system to impose fine on the officers who fail to deliver the services
within the timelines will come into force

Source URL: http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/tp-andhrapradesh/govtdepartments-to-be-made-accountable-for-mee-seva/article4871483.ece
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B. AP farmers can buy subsidised seeds online
July 1, 2013 , By Our Bureau | 0 comments

G2F services: A farmer receiving a bag of subsidised seeds from Digvijay Singh (left), AICC General Secretary , incharge of AP, Chief Minister N. Kiran Kumar Reddy and Minister for Agriculture Kanna Lakshminarayana
(right), in Hyderabad on Monday. — P.V. Sivakumar
Forget about B2B, B2C and other such abbreviations that denote electronically deliverable conversations and
services between businesses to consumers and business to businesses.
Farmers in Andhra Pradesh are calling it G2F or Government-to-farmer services.
They need not stand in serpentine queues and wait for hours, and sometimes days, to get their packet of seeds.
They now can book their slot using Mee Seva, the Government-to-citizen service offered through 7,000
centres. “Mee Seva system will be utilised for distribution of subsidy seeds under various programmes. The
seed supplying agencies will ensure the availability of seeds as per the bookings made these centres. Issues
related to crop subsidy too could be handled using this service,” Ponnala Lakshmaiah, Andhra Pradesh
Minister for IT, said. The Government organised a meeting on Monday to commemorate completion of two
crore transactions under Mee Seva service. “Of the two crore, 70 lakh applications have been cleared in 15
minutes.” Chief Minister N. Kiran Kumar Reddy and Digvijay Singh, who is in-charge of AP’s Congress affairs,
took part in the meeting.
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Mee Seva would also take care of certain services such as reconnaissance permit, mining lease and granite quarry
lease (in Mining Department); renewal of establishment and issuance of duplicate certificates (Labour Dept);
and age certificate, duplicate memo, re-counting of marks and migration certificate (Education Certificate), the
Minister said after the event.

kurmanath.kanchi@thehindu.co.inted topics

Source URL: http://m.thehindubusinessline.com/industry-and-economy/agri-biz/ap-farmers-can-buysubsidised-seeds-online/article4870133.ece/
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C. 4 more services under Mee Seva
By Express News Service - HYDERABAD
30th June 2013 10:19 AM

Applications for recounting of SSC marks can be made through Mee Seva centres as the state government brought
four more services under Mee Seva.
The process of issuing certified copies of marks memo, age certificate, migration certificate for SSC candidates and
receipt of application by post for recounting of marks is being done manually now on payment of fee. Certificates
are also being dispatched by post.
Applications for recounting of marks will be accepted for 15 days from the date of publication of results. Applicants
can pay the fee at the nearest Mee Seva centre and also can collect certified copies there itself after the stipulated
time. N Kiran Kumar Reddy will launch these services on July 1.

Source

URL:

http://newindianexpress.com/cities/hyderabad/4-more-services-under-MeeSeva/2013/06/30/article1660091.ece

D. 17 new services in MeeSeva
July 2, 2013, 09.38 AM IST
 2 crore Mee Seva transactions celebrated
 Digvijay praises CM
 Indira Gandhi’s 20-point programme fine-tuned
 Kiran promises to reach out to 1 crore more people
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Calling Meeseva a role model for the country, AICC General Secretary in-charge of AP Digvijay Singh wanted it to be
implemented in every State. With 150 different kinds of certificates and schemes being covered at over 7,500 centres
spread across the State, Meeseva has emerged as a model, he observed at a programme organized here on Monday to
celebrate the achievement of two crore Meeseva transactions .
Digvijay Singh, who was the chief guest at the event, lauded the efforts of Chief Minister N Kiran Kumar Reddy in this
direction. He said that the State now has the best practices in governance and a good mechanism to deliver services to
the poor and the ultimate beneficiaries. Andhra Pradesh is the leader in innovative technology and puts it to best use, he
said and added, “The Meeseva is an outreach of government to throw corruption and bring transparency in the system.”
Exuding confidence over the performance of the State government which was rated first for the third consecutive year in
implementing 20-point programme, Digvijay Singh said that under the Kiran Kumar government the scheme launched by
Dr Rajasekhara Reddy only got improved.

Chief Minister N Kiran Kumar Reddy, AICC General Secretary Digvijay Singh and other dignataries at the 20-point programme
Commemoration event and new Meeseva services launch in Hyderabad on Monday. Picture shows Vani Prasad, outgoing Collector of
Ranga Reddy district, receiving an award.

He recalled that on this very day in 1975, Indira Gandhi started the 20- point programme. It has been updated, since
then, by fine-tuning other indicators. He termed it as a ‘comprehensive developmental indicator’, regularly monitored by
the Centre. Kiran Kumar Reddy said that he wanted to come up with something, which could bring ‘transparency
without depending on people’. As he felt that people were shelling out money for these certificates and making rounds
to government offices at least 10-20 times, he thought it necessary to improve the services further. “According to a
survey, people were spending between Rs 500 and Rs 5,000 for getting certificates through middlemen. This would be
around a whopping Rs 40,000 crores in the form of bribes,” he said.
“We shall reach out to people by delivering 3 crore services per year by next year”, hoped the Chief Minister. He recalled
that the State’s services were first recognized during 1992-93, as it was first time that AP ranked first in providing
services listed in the 20-point programme. He lauded the efforts of Heavy Industry Minister Geetha Reddy in her
presence, as the State also received the first prize for Investment Friendly Driven Economy amongst 23 States, this year.
Minister Ponnala Laxmaiah, PCC chief Botsa Satyanarayana, Chairman of 20-point programme Tulsi Reddy, Chief
Secretary P K Mohanty, and Sanjay Jaju, secretary to government, also spoke. The CM later gave away awards to
Collectors and other officials for their efforts in implementing the 20-point programme in various districts.
New services now available at Mee Seva
Departments and services: Agriculture – Crop Subsidies and Subsidized Seed Distribution.
Mines & Geology: Reconnaissance Permit; Prospecting Licence; Mining Lease; Granite Quarry Lease; Marble Quarry
Lease; Other Quarry Lease; Mineral Dealer Licence.
Labour: Registration of Establishment/Shop (Form-I) and Renewal of Establishment/Shop (Form-III); Issuance of
Duplicate Certificate for Registered Establishment/Shop; Notice of Change.
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Education: Application for Issue of Age Certificate; Application for Duplicate Memo of Marks; Application for Re-Counting
of Marks; Application for Migration Certificate.

Source URL: http://www.thehansindia.com/2013/07/02/17-more-new-services-in-mee-seva/
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E. MeeSeva makes it yet quicker

T.S. Sudhir, Hyderabad

When US President Bill Clinton visited Hyderabad in March 2000, what bowled him over was
how he got a driving licence in 15 minutes. The then Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh,
Chandrababu Naidu, used the tech-gesture to emphasise that Hyderabad, and not
Bangalore, was India’s IT capital.
Twelve years later, Hyderabad is once again making efforts to seize the crown of e-governance
from Bangalore. Its ‘MeeSeva’ initiative, which is an upgraded version of the e-Seva
platform that Naidu had rolled out amidst much fanfare, is now being feted as the model
that India should follow. The e-district project of the Government of India (GoI) has in fact
incorporated all the features of the MeeSeva initiative. If e-Seva was the iPhone, MeeSeva is
iPhone 5, is how a bureaucrat in the IT department colourfully described it.
For people in Andhra Pradesh, used to visiting e-Seva centres to pay their utility bills for
electricity and water and municipal taxes, MeeSeva may appear to be just Congress
packaging for a Telugu Desam initiative. But probe deeper and you will find that while eSeva just scratched the surface of e-governance, MeeSeva, is easier and faster.
6

“MeeSeva offers complete seamless integration end to end,” says Sanjay Jaju, IT secretary in
the Andhra Pradesh government. “The idea is to cover the entire gamut of G2C – the
government to citizen spectrum – using web-based architecture and linking it to databases
across all departments.”
Jaju explained that earlier citizens had to run to the same office several times to get different
types of documents they needed. They would fall prey to touts. There was no stipulated
timeframe of delivery nor any system of monitoring their requests. Likewise, during the
admission season, there would be queues of students asking for income, residence and
caste certificates. “Due to heavy demand and short time, all these officers had to work
overtime. This overload of work combined with lack of transparency and monitoring in the
processing of requests, began to breed corruption. It was presenting the government in a
bad light. MeeSeva has changed all that,” says Jaju.
The proof that MeeSeva has clicked with the people of Andhra Pradesh is in its
outcome, namely the number of transactions. Inaugurated in November last year, 5.7
million transactions have been recorded till October this year. There are over 5,000
MeeSeva centres including e-Seva centres in urban areas and kiosks in rural areas, in a
20:80 ratio. Together, they record 60,000 transactions every day and provide over 40
services, ranging from payment of utility bills to land records to encumbrance and caste
certificates. By the end of the year, the plan is to bring 100 services under the MeeSeva
umbrella, with 100,000 transactions daily.
Ashok Selvan is one such user. He pays all his utility bills at the nearest e-Seva centre in
Hyderabad but he would prefer to do it from his laptop or even better, his mobile phone.
“E-Seva if you notice has a paper environment because the centre still accepts paper
applications,” he says. For people like Selvan, who would prefer a paperless way of life,
MeeSeva is the answer as the new services under it are completely in electronic form.
Since land records form a bulk of the transactions, the IT department along with the Revenue
Department has digitised 40 million land records in the state. Officials say most records
were in bad shape with many of them in contentious and impure form. This meant they had
to be validated on the ground with elaborate fieldwork. Once that was done, all land
records were signed digitally by the tehsildars concerned. Officials say Andhra Pradesh,
therefore, is the only state in the country where all land records are digitally stored and
have been signed digitally.
The challenges have been many. Although tehsildars were happy that their work was getting
easier and there were no longer queues of people waiting to get their paper certificates, it
took some convincing to get the departmental heads to come on board. But now that has
been done, Andhra Pradesh is home to a virtual room of records concerning citizens, and
what’s best, completely tamper-proof.
The effort was worth it. Thirty-three per cent of all transactions daily pertain to land records,
with income and caste certificates coming a close second. Citizens pay user charges of Rs 25
to Rs 35 to get certificates of various kinds from different government departments.
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The next step is to make citizens like Selvan feel at home while paying bills. The first step in that
direction has been taken with a tie-up between MeeSeva and Airtel, which has a 40 per
cent market share of the telecom market in Andhra Pradesh. “This is the right time to join
with e-Seva to make it MeeSeva. Now it will truly become mobile-enabled,” says
SharlinThayil, CEO of Bharti Airtel in Andhra Pradesh. This would mean Airtel customers in
Hyderabad will be able to pay 12 different utility bills through Airtel Money, initially.
“We want to eventually usher in a cashless revolution in rural areas, where even without banks
or ATMs, transactions are possible. We think many more telecom service providers too
want to join and help the government deliver cash through a cashless system,” says Jaju.
The cost incurred on going digital has been minimal as MeeSeva has made good use of the
existing Andhra Pradesh state data centre and its state wide area network. The kiosks were
built on a public-private partnership model. The only expenditure was on capacity building
which cost around Rs 10 crores.
The effort has paid off with MeeSeva winning two national awards in September – the Skoch
award instituted by the Skoch Development Foundation for its contribution as a programme
of national significance and the India-Tech Foundation’s excellence award.
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HYDERABAD, February 20, 2013
Special Correspondent
F. GHMC to streamline services
The Greater Hyderabad Municipal Corporation (GHMC) has decided to strengthen the IT
infrastructure of its Citizen Service Centres (CSCs) at all Municipal circles for issuing digitised
birth and death certificates within a fortnight, said Commissioner M.T. Krishna Babu on
Tuesday.
“We will talk to the IT Secretary about the issue,” he said, following an overwhelming demand
from corporators that CSCs continue to issue certificates at the general body meeting
presided over by Mayor Mohd. Majid Hussain.
The Government had earlier issued an order directing the GHMC to stop issuing certificates at
CSCs as the Meesevas were equipped to issue digitised certificates from computerised
records between 2006 and 2012.
The Government’s intention was to disallow the issuance of certificates with ink signatures by
the medical officer concerned as was being done at CSCs, explained Mr.Babu.
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On the delays in land acquisition for road widening works, the Commissioner said the
Government’s nod was sought to give sufficient powers to the Special Commissioner akin to
those of a District Collector.
Source URL:http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/tp-andhrapradesh/ghmc-tostreamline-services/article4433821.ece
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G. AP to use MeeSeva centres for Aadhaar enrolment
Our Bureau

Related
NEWS

Andhra CM clarifies on Aadhar deadline for LPG subsidy
Hyderabad, Feb. 19, 2013:
The Andhra Pradesh IT Department will be offering its MeeSeva service platform to help people
get their Aadhaar numbers and ease the rush at the existing enrolment centres.
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The platform has a special software solution framework, the Andhra Pradesh State Resident
Data Hub (APSRDH), initiated by the department to create an unique citizen database and
seeding of Aadhaar number to beneficiary databases.
One of the services offered through the MeeSeva centres is for those who have enrolled, but
did not receive their numbers or lost their enrolment slips. “For these people, a mechanism of
retrieval of Aadhaar details and seeding of the number is made available through MeeSeva
centres. They can seed their Aadhaar numbers with multiple schemes like pensions, ration card
and LPG,” an official communication said.
These people can use the data hub by using an advanced search service through the existing
6,000 MeeSeva centres. People can also self-seed their Aadhaar number into multiple
beneficiary schemes.
MeeSeva centres can facilitate in retrieving the Aadhar numbers for five crore of the resident
data available in the data hub.
This service will benefit those who are enrolled but have no information about their Aadhaar
status and reduce multiple visits to the different Government department to seed their
Aadhaar number.
The statement said the existing enrolment centres would complete their coverage by May end.
To facilitate the residual population coverage, the enrolment centres would be established at
the MeeSeva centres.
A new service, Online Slot Booking for Aadhaar Enrolment, is being developed through a
centralised portal to facilitate people to book their slots as per their convenient time.
People can update their details, such as name, phone number, residence address and other
family members for enrolment, through this service. Once the enrolment slot is booked, the
information will be passed on to them through mobile SMS.
“This new service will be started shortly and will be initially for Hyderabad and Rangareddy
districts,” the statement said.
amit.mitra@thehindu.co.in
Keywords: MeeSeva centres for Aadhaar enrolment,
_____________________________________________________________________________
Source URL:http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/news/states/ap-to-use-mee-seva-centresfor-aadhaar-enrolment/article4432519.ece
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H. Title deeds through MeeSeva centres planned
Flats in Delhi - Wide Range of Affordable 1,2,3 BHK Flats. Compare & Select
Now!www.HDFCRED.com/Delhi
Ads by Google
Special Correspondent
Share · print · T+
Issuing of pattadar passbooks and land title-deeds to farmers through MeeSeva centres will be
facilitated soon in one mandal each in three districts to be identified later, as part of an
experiment.
A decision to this effect was taken at a meeting on revenue-related issues held here on
Thursday chaired by Revenue Minister N. Raghuveera Reddy and attended by Chief
Commissioner, Land Administration, P. K. Mohanty, and Information Technology officials.
A press note issued later by the Minister’s office said seven other decisions were also taken at
the meeting, one of them being conduct of meetings of the State Land Management Authority
once in a fortnight from February to avoid delay in allotment of lands to eligible parties for
specific purposes. Other decisions include taking up clearance of all the pending applications
received under GO No 166 immediately.
Regional Revenue ‘sadassus’ would be held from February 15 to 23 at Tirupati, Vijayawada,
Visakhapatnam, Warangal and Hyderabad.
More In: NATIONAL | Today's Paper
___________________________________________________________________
Source URL: http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/title-deeds-through-meesevacentres-planned/article4343037.ece
Today's PaperArchivesSubscriptionsRSS FeedsSite MapePaperMobileSocial
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ELURU, January 24, 2013
I. MeeSeva centres to turn ‘mini banks’ in West Godavari
Electricity Bill Payment - Pay Electricity Bills Easily Online Avoid Long Queues. Sign Up
Now!Myuniverse.co.in/Electricity_Bills
Ads by Google
G. Nagaraja
Share · print · T+
‘More than 200 requests have come from centres expressing willingness’
The MeeSeva centres in West Godavari district are poised to turn `mini banks’ with a slew of
banking services in its basket. The proposed banking services on offer at the MeeSeva centres
are cash receipts and payments, opening of new bank accounts, digitization of bank account
numbers and the names of account holders. The West Godavari district administration has
drawn up a plan of action to rope in the MeeSeva centres to this effect which was unfolded at a
joint meeting with bankers and MeeSeva operations here.
K.V. Ramanaiah, Assistant General Manager, State Bank of India, Main Branch, Eluru, told The
Hindu that the response from the MeeSeva centres was so encouraging that more than 200
requests had come from them expressing their willingness to enter into banking activities. The
SBI had come forward to provide rent-free point of sale (PoS) terminals to all the MeeSeva
centres willing to take up the B-initiative.
Mr. Ramanaiah said the MeeSeva operators needed to enter into an agreement with the
bankers to don the role of Business Correspondents to carry out the business transactions in
the unbanked areas. More than 20 PoS terminals are already at work at different centres in and
around Eluru mandal.
The terminals have a swiping feature to help customers make cash transactions by using their
credit/debit cards.
Lead District Manager S. Lakshminarayana said it was also programmed for integration of the
Aadhaar cards with bank passbooks through MeeSeva centres to pave the way for
implementation of the Direct Cash Transfer Scheme (DTS) which is due to be implemented in
the district in future as it was so stupendous a task that the banks alone could not accomplish
it.
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”I am sure, the MeeSeva centres will soon become financial hubs with even insurance
companies getting ready to appoint them their agents for sale of a range of insurance
products”, adds Mr. Ramanaiah.
The services currently offered at the centres include police complaints for loss/missing of
documents, mobile phone services, changes in the data in ration cards and in date of birth
certificates, society/firm registrations and payment of house tax, electricity bills and passportrelated services.

A joint meeting with bankers and MeeSeva operations conducted
MeeSeva operators need to enter into an agreement with bankers to don the new role

More In: ANDHRA PRADESH | NATIONAL
Source URL: http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/tp-andhrapradesh/meesevacentres-to-turn-mini-banks-in-west-godavari/article4338889.ece
______________________________________________________________________________
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J. Payment of power bills through Meeseva
The SPDCL has stated that all meeSeva, Rural Service Delivery Point centres, electricity revenue
offices will function on Sunday. The power consumers could pay their electricity bills at any of
the counters.
More In: ANDHRA PRADESH | NATIONAL
Source URL:http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-in-school/pay-your-power-bills-usingairtel-service/article4000684.ece
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The Andhra government intends to make available 100 services under Mee Seva in the next
three months

Hyderabad: Andhra Pradesh’s e-Governance initiative
Mee Seva, aimed to provide certificates and documents issued by various government
departments to the citizens across the counter, will have a century of services in its kitty in the
next three months.
Stating this, the State Chief Minister N Kiran Kumar Reddy said Mee Seva which was launched
on November 4,2011 with just 12 services has recently crossed one crore transaction marks
and now extends 58 services in all districts.
He was speaking after launching 16 new services here making the total services available from
42 to 58.
“The system is intended to bring in transparency and check middlemen. An online application
for certificates/documents like caste, income, registration etc., will be issued within 15
minutes. The biggest advantage is that it will save common people anywhere between Rs 4, 000
crore to Rs 6, 000 crore that may have gone to middlemen to get these documents in the
conventional system,” he said.
The government also mulls bringing out legislation to pay penalty to the applicant if a
certificate sought from a ‘Mee Seva’ centre is not delivered within the stipulated time. This will
bring in accountability into the system, he added
The certificates are digitally signed, legally valid and weed out fake documents. Importantly,
the system will help eliminate land disputes as it will not allow multiple registrations for the
same land.
Source
URL:http:
services-soon/

http://egov.eletsonline.com/2013/01/mee-seva-to-have-a-century-of-

National » Andhra Pradesh
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HYDERABAD, January 12, 2013
L. CM launches 16 more services at ‘Mee Seva’ centres
Special Correspondent
TOPICS

IndiaAndhra Pradesh
‘Number of services will go up to 100 in three months and transactions up to one lakh a day’
‘Mee Seva’, an eGovernance initiative to provide certificates and documents issued by various
government departments to the citizens across the counter, brought 16 more services under its
fold on Friday.
With the new services launched by Chief Minister N. Kiran Kumar Reddy, ‘Mee Seva’ now
extends 58 services in all districts serving 70,000 citizens per day. The total services will touch
100 in three months and the transactions will go up to one lakh per day.

Chief Minister, Sri N. Kiran Kumar Reddy

Time saving
“The system is intended to bring in transparency and check middlemen. An online application
for certificates/documents like caste, income, registration etc., will be issued within 15 minutes.
The biggest advantage is that it will save common people any where between Rs.4,000 crore to
Rs.6,000 crore that may have gone to middlemen to get these documents in the conventional
system,” he said.
The government is also mulls bringing out a legislation to pay penalty to the applicant if a
certificate sought from a ‘Mee Seva’ centre is not delivered within the stipulated time. This will
bring in accountability into the system, he added
15

Even as demand for Lokayukta and anti-corruption laws were becoming louder, State used
technology to bring in transparency into the system and to plug the loopholes, Mr. Kiran Kumar
Reddy said.
One crore transactions
The ‘Mee Seva’ scheme introduced on November 4, 2011, with 12 services, recently crossed
one crore transactions mark. “The two crore mark will be reached in a year,” he said.
The certificates are digitally signed, legally valid and weed out fake documents. Importantly, the
system will help eliminate land disputes as it will not allow multiple registrations for the same
land.
Information Technology Minister Ponnala Laxmaiah said at present, there were more than
6,000 ‘Mee Seva’ centres and at least 200 centres would be set up in each district. New IT
initiatives this year would include setting up hardware parks, optic fibre connectivity to 25,000
villages etc.
Earlier, the Chief Minister inaugurated the ‘Mee Seva’ Electronic Display board at the
Secretariat gate to show daily update of transactions.
Keywords: Mee Seva services, government certificates, e-governance, online application
Source URL: http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/andhra-pradesh/16-more-services-atmee-seva-centres/article4301594.ece
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HYDERABAD, January 6, 2013
M. Diagnostic tests for Rs. 85 at MeeSeva

An operator of Swaasthya Slate (health tablet) at a MeeSeva centre in Hyderabad on Saturday.PHOTO:G. RAMAKRISHNA
A novel initiative, ‘Swaasthya Slate’, designed and developed by Public Health Foundation of
India (PHFI), essentially a tablet device that allows multiple diagnostic tests at a fraction of the
cost, was launched at the MeeSeva centre in Musheerabad here on Saturday.
The service offers eight tests at Rs. 85 and the process takes a fraction of time it normally does
in diagnostic centres.
Once the blood sample is collected, it is screened and while the results are stored locally on the
‘slate’ that is an Android device, they are also pushed onto a cloud from where doctors and
patients can retrieve the data at their convenience, said K. Srinath Reddy, President, PHFI.
Dr. Reddy said the launch was a result of a joint initiative between the PHFI, MeeSeva and A.P.
Government and would go a long way in handling the increasing problems of hypertension and
diabetes that plagued a large section of the population in the State.
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The tests would be conducted by MeeSeva operators trained by PHFI. In Phase One, 15 of them
underwent training, enough to provide the services at 10 MeeSeva centres. The second phase
of training will start on Sunday and in a couple of weeks, the services would be available at 20
more centres in Hyderabad, it is learnt.
The tests include blood pressure, blood sugar, haemoglobin, heart rate, water quality (total
suspended particles in water), electrocardiogram (ECG), body temperature and urine protein.
All these tests can be done at 10 MeeSeva centres in Hyderabad at Rs. 85 and the same if done
at diagnostic laboratories outside, cost anywhere between Rs. 1,100 and Rs. 1,500.
It was launched by Principal Secretary, Health, Ajay Sawhney, in the presence of Principal
Secretary K. R. Kishore and MeeSeva Director K. Gopinatha. The Team Leader, PHFI’s Division of
Affrodable Health Technologies, Kanav Kahol, gave a demonstration of the product and the
process.
Mr. Ajay Sawhney indicated that the State Government was also thinking of making ‘Swaasthya
Slate’ services available in all Primary Health Centres across the State.
Mr. Kishore said that with diabetes and hypertension being rampant in Hyderabad, this
affordable service would be of help to the common man.
The tests, if done
at diagnostic laboratories outside, cost anywhere between Rs. 1,100 and
Rs. 1,500
Group Sites
The HinduBusiness LineSportstarImagesFrontline
Source URL:http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/diagnostic-tests-for-rs-85-atmeeseva/article4278486.ece#
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Home » News » Current Affairs
N. IT firms announce their expansion plans in city
Amrita Didyala / DC | 21st Nov 2012
Hyderabad: Officials from IT companies, DSM India Services and M/s Bartronics, met IT minister
Ponnala Lakshmaiah on Tuesday and briefed him about their expansion plans in the city.
DSM India is a fully-owned subsidiary of DSM Netherlands (net worth US $13 billion) with over
20,000 employees across the globe. The company has a global- shared services centre in
Hyderabad that provides shared services to its parent company in the Netherlands. Bartronics,
meanwhile, provides SmartCard services to major government and private outfits in India and
abroad.
During the review meeting held by the minister, issues like Kokapet SEZ, Hardware Park,
Animation and Gaming Park and the status of state government initiatives in IT promotion and
the progress of the MeeSeva service were discussed.
The minister has directed the officials and service providers to target at least 100 services, up
from the current of 45 services, provided through the 3,600 MeeSeva centres across the state.
The minister also advised that a minimum of 150 MeeSeva centres should be operational by
December 31, 2012, in each district. He also directed that certain specific services be provided
to citizens such as providing certificates in the format acceptable to Defence, Indian Railways
and Banking services.
Source
URL:http://www.deccanchronicle.com/121121/news-current-affairs/article/it-firmsannounce-their-expansion-plans-city
Bottom of Form
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Hyderabad: The Andhra Pradesh government has agreed to share its e-Governance initiative
Mee Seva with other states.
Under Mee Seva (meaning at your service) launched a year ago, the state government is
offering 45 various services and plans to increase the same to 100 services in two to three
months.
Under this unique initiative of the Andhra government, various utility documents like birth,
caste and income certificates are issued to citizens in 15 to 20 minutes, which earlier used to
take 10 to 15 days.
Chief Minister N. Kiran Kumar Reddy on Thursday agreed to a suggestion made by Department
of Electronics and Information Technology, government of India secretary J Satyanarayana at
the eIndia event here.
Satyanarayana suggested to the Chief Minister to dedicate Mee Seva to the nation so that other
state can take benefit of this ready-made platform with minor customizations and use of cloud
technology.
He pointed out that under various e-Governance projects across the country citizen services
were being offered to 8.2 crore people. “We plan to increase this number to 15 crore by March
2013 and 30 crore by March 2014,” he said.
The chief minister claimed that the Mee Seva initiative has immensely benefited the common
man. According to one estimate, this has saved annually Rs.4,000 crore to Rs.6,000 crore which
the citizens used to pay as bribe to government officers at various levels for the services.
Reddy said he now planned to use the information and communication technology in health
services aimed at pregnant women. He explained how the use of this technology in student
scholarships helped the government save Rs.300 crore every year, which was being
misappropriated.
He said as the state was giving Rs.26,000 crore subsidies to various sections of people every
year, the use of ICT would ensure that the subsidies reach the targeted group.
The state is now planning to link all the welfare schemes to Aadhaar to check the leakages. It
has already covered six crore out of 8.3 crore people under Aadhaar.
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Source URL:http://egov.eletsonline.com/2012/11/andhra-to-dedicate-mee-seva-e-gov-solutionto-the-nation/
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P. Andhra to share Mee Seva e-governance service with others states
Indo-Asian News Service, November 15, 2012

Andhra Pradesh has agreed to share its e-governance initiative Mee Seva with other states.
Under Mee Seva (meaning at your service) launched a year ago, the state government is
offering 45 various services and plans to increase the same to 100 services in two to three
months.
Services like issuance of birth, caste and income certificates are being performed for citizens in
15 to 20 minutes, which earlier used to take 10 to 15 days.
Chief Minister N. Kiran Kumar Reddy Thursday agreed to a suggestion made by J.
Satyanarayana, secretary, department of electronics and information technology, government
of India at the eIndia event here.
Satyanarayana suggested to the chief minister to dedicate Mee Seva to the nation so that other
state can take benefit of this ready-made platform with minor customizations and use of cloud
technology.
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He pointed out that under various e-governance projects across the country citizen services
were being offered to 8.2 crore people. "We plan to increase this number to 15 crore by March
2013 and 30 crore by March 2014," he said.
The chief minister claimed that the Mee Seva initiative has immensely benefited the common
man. According to one estimate, this has saved annually Rs.4,000 crore to Rs.6,000 crore which
the citizens used to pay as bribe to government officers at various levels for the services.
Reddy said he now planned to use the information and communication technology in health
services aimed at pregnant women. He explained how the use of this technology in student
scholarships helped the government save Rs.300 crore every year, which was being
misappropriated.
He said as the state was giving Rs.26,000 crore subsidies to various sections of people every
year, the use of ICT would ensure that the subsidies reach the targeted group.
The state is now planning to link all the welfare schemes to Aadhar to check the leakages. It has
already covered six crore out of 8.3 crore people under Aadhar.

Source URL:http://gadgets.ndtv.com/internet/news/andhra-to-share-mee-seva-e-governanceservice-with-others-states-292849
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Good governance, as we know, is the backbone of any society. If we seek to raise our economic
standards to globally advanced levels, our basic infrastructure for governance also needs to
improve in tandem. It is our firm belief that Mee Seva is going to be the beginning of the
change that all of us want to see in governance in the State of Andhra Pradesh. Mee Seva, the
flagship e-Governance initiative of the State Government, is by itself a proof of how
Information and Communication Technology can be used to create efficient, hassle free
and transparent interface for the citizens.
The State of Andhra Pradesh has always been on the forefront when it comes to leveraging IT
for development. The State initiated the eSeva project in 2001 to provide bill payment services
for various Government Departments and private organisations. One of the first such projects
in the country, the eSeva project served as a single-window solution for the citizens in urban
parts of the State. Subsequently Common Service Centres (CSCs) were established to extend
similar benefits to the rural citizens of the State as part of National e-Governance Project
(NeGP).
Though eSeva succeeded in reducing the drudgery of bill-payments at multiple counters, it was
still serving as a ‘post-office’, accepting applications, sending by post to the concerned office,
receiving back and then handing over to the citizens. In many ways the power of ICT was seen
to being under-utilised in various government records like land records, Registration etc.
Citizens had to make many rounds of the government departments in order to get hold of the
much needed documents.
Mee Seva, which is Telugu for “At Your Service,” was evolved as the need was felt for a faster,
easier and transparent mechanism for delivering various G2C services. The concept is unique
and first-of-its kind in the country. It is the first time that the entire solution right from the
collection of applications till the issue of final certificates has been turned electronic. It is also
possible to track request through its life cycle at various stages and render it amenable for
monitoring at Tehsil, Division or District level.
There is no requirement of physical interaction whatsoever between the user and the issuing
authority thereby limiting the chances of corruption and other malpractices. There is no doubt
that over the longer term, initiatives like Mee Seva will incentivise the economy of the state.
We intend to leverage the support of public and private organisations to keep developing even
better e-Governance systems. An event like the eINDIA 2012 is important, because it is a
platform to highlight the power of ICT to usher seminal efficiencies in governance, health,
education, agriculture and every other field.
The eINDIA 2012, which is being convened from 15-16 November, 2012, at Hyderabad
International Convention Centre (HICC), Andhra Pradesh, will bring together leading thinkers,
policymakers and industrialists from around the world to discuss ideas and strategies for the
future. This event will also be a place to showcase potential and opportunities in various sectors
in Andhra Pradesh. Our aim, at this juncture, is to showcase Andhra Pradesh’s inherent
strengths, and the opportunities that exist here for industry and enterprise.
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With open arms, we welcome the finest thinkers, policy makers and entrepreneurs, who are
arriving for eINDIA 2012.
Sanjay Jaju

Source URL: http://egov.eletsonline.com/2012/11/effective-e-governance-for-goodgovernance/
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From eSeva to Mee Seva…
Sanjay Jaju, Secretary, Information Technology & Communications Department, Government of
Andhra Pradesh
With the intention of leveraging ICT for bringing better governance and development, the
Government of Andhra Pradesh initiated the eSeva project in 2001. The eSeva project was
devoted to serve as a single-window solution to citizens residing in the urban areas citizens of
the State. After that the Common Service Centres (CSCs) came into being to extend similar
benefits to the rural citizens of the state as a part of the National e-Governance Project (NeGP)
of Government of India.
Even though eSeva succeeded in reducing the drudgery of bill-payments at multiple counters, it
was still serving as a ‘post-office’, accepting applications, sending by post to the concerned
office, receiving back and then handing over to the citizens.
The realisation dawned that the power of IT was being grossly under-utilised in various
government departments. New initiatives were needed to create a single window online
interface
for facilitating interactions between the government and the people. A solution was needed to
help citizens who were being forced to run around various government offices several times to
get information and were falling prey to the touts. A system that could ensure a stipulated
time-frame of delivery was essential.
Mee Seva ends the tyranny of ink signatures
Eventually eSeva initiative evolved into the Mee Seva, which is a Telugu term meaning ‘at your
service.’ The Mee Seva initiative has been conceptualised and developed in Andhra Pradesh.
The Project entails delivery of various G2C services in a user-friendly format by bringing in a
digital PKI enabled integrated architecture through multiple service delivery points by fusing in
the various pre-existing state initiatives with the NeGP MMPs.
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The Mee Seva project brings in strict adherence to citizen charter time limits and ushers in a
whole new paradigm of across the counter services to ostensibly work flow services through
massive porting and bulk signing of databases. Mee Seva adopted the concept of central
pooling of all these records, digitally signing them with the digital signature certificates of
the authorized officer, storing them in the database and rendering them using a web-service.
All the documents rendered are digitally signed and electronically verifiable. Mee Seva
leverages to fullest extent, the IT infrastructure like State Data Centre (SDC), State Wide Area
Network (SWAN) and Common Service Centres (CSCs) created under NeGP initiative of
Government of India.
Today Mee Seva has ended the ‘tyranny of ink signatures’. It created a silent wave and with its
sweep allowed many moribund processes and approaches to be revamped. Its effectiveness
can be measured in the satisfied eyes of the citizens strengthening the democratic foundations
of our country and bringing citizen centricity to the forefront. With Mee Seva in place, the stage
is all set to implement and monitor the Right to Services Act, which is in the offing.
Operational in entire state
Mee Seva is operational across all the districts of Andhra Pradesh covering the length and
breadth of the state. With the centralised architecture, any service can be accessed from
anywhere. Large numbers of “Mee Seva” delivery channels are situated in the Districts covering
all mandals in the state. There are more than 100 centres in every District. It has been
mandated to the service providers of the Mee Seva Centres to establish the centres as per
specific norms (Min. infrastructure required for a centre along with colour schemes) for
common look and feel.
Glimpses of the launch of Mee Seva services in Andhra Pradesh…

Strategies adopted
The following strategy was adopted for implementing the Mee Seva Project
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• Inter departmental coordination meetings – Once Mee Seva was conceptualised, meetings
were conducted with key Departments to describe the entire concept, its impact and take them
on board at the very inception.
• Categorisation of services – Those services that are high volume and high impact and most
desired by the citizens have been prioritized to be delivered across the counter. These services
are classified as Cat. A and are delivered across the counter by accessing the departmental
databases. Cat. B are services that cannot be delivered across the counter as they involve
workflow and physical verification.
• Establishing delivery channels – Delivery channels like eSeva centers, CSCs etc.
have been established to cater to the citizens. More than 6000 Mee Seva counters are made
available across the State, both in rural and urban areas with a uniform look and feel. All these
counters are established as per certain specifications and guidelines issued by the State.
• Development of web-based Mee seva application – Mee Seva is a web-based application and
has been developed to offer the highest level of transparency in extending G2C services.
• Improving/establishing connectivity – Since many of the transactions require substantial flow
of data, connectivity is provided or improved to all the Government departments as
well as the kiosk. The Horizontal Connectivity scheme of the GOI is used for this purpose.
• Digitisation of records – Records are digitised, wherever digital databases are not available.
• Centralising databases – Databases, containing the information are purified and ported to the
central departmental database server co-located at the State Data Centre.
• Establishing Backend hardware – Backend hardware is procured, wherever required to
support centralised databases and high transaction applications.
• Creation of District e-Governance Society – District e-Governance Societies are created and
made the nodal agencies for the implementation of Mee Seva. All the operational and technical
issues in the district are being taken by the DeGS. The departmental user charges for the
transactions are being sent to them.
• Capacity building of various stakeholders – Several training programmes, workshops are
conducted for various levels of people for effective implementation of project.
• District Mee Seva Resource team – A District Mee Seva Resource team is created to assist in
capacity building and day-to-day implementation of this program.
• Secured stationery – Secured stationery with 8 security features is being usedto deliver the
certificates, to make duplication difficult. Online Verification, of course is possible by using the
SECR.
28

• Publicity – Participation by public representatives during the inaugurations have attracted
wide media publicity. Wide publicity has also been given via electronic and print media, so that
people know of the changed mechanism and do not revert to the old system.
• Call centre for receiving feedback/ grievances/complaints – 24X7 Call center is active to get
feedback from the citizen.
• Customised SMS – Customised SMS for different level of administrative officers in their own
area of jurisdiction are sent daily to make them aware of the transactions taking place in their
jurisdiction and their pendency within and beyond SLA.
• Automatic Payment Gateway – The payment collected from the applicant at the kiosk is
distributed online automatically to the various stakeholders in real-time. This solves the
problem of reconciliations, late-payments, embezzlements and audit paras.
• Reward/Penalty for nondelivery – A system of awarding positive marks for good performance
and vice versa has been evolved.

Source URL: http://egov.eletsonline.com/2012/11/the-remarkable-journey-in-e-governance/
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Sanjay Jaju
Secretary, Information Technology & Communications
Department, Government of Andhra Pradesh
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Over the years a large number of e-Governance initiatives have been taken by the state of
Andhra Pradesh. One of the most outstanding initiatives is the Mee Seva. Please provide us
with your view on how the Mee Seva initiative has developed?

The eSeva and AP online were started in 2001, and over the years they have developed
synergies with various MMPs like CSCs, SDC, APSWAN, SSDG and others, and have evolved into
the modern ‘Mee Seva’ initiative for governance. The first ‘Mee Seva’ programme was launched
in Chittoor District on pilot basis in November 2011. At present about 40 Government to Citizen
(G2C) services are being provided under the Mee Seva umbrella. By December 2012, we plan to
make more than 100 G2C services available in Mee Seva. The popularity of the programme can
be judged from the fact that
The people living in the rural areas in the country are not that comfortable with digital
technologies. What kind of response is Mee Seva getting from rural areas?

The Mee Seva programme is getting great response from rural areas. The people in rural areas
use the Common Service Centres to avail of Mee Seva services. Earlier people in rural areas
used to to access services like Community, Income, Birth and Death Certificates. The copies of
Pahani/ Adangal, etc., were also difficult to come by. The process followed by the Department
was manual, and the citizens were required to submit physical application and collect physical
signed copies at the office for get-ting any certificate. The citizens living in remote rural areas
had to travel long distances for reaching the Taluq headquarters or the District headquarters
where such services could be accessed. Thus it was a time-consuming and costly affair for a
common man to access citizen services. The Mee Seva programme has taken the entire process
of availing government certificates online. The rural folks can get hold of documents and
certificates through the Web-based system on an anytime, anywhere basis. Even people who
are not comfortable with digital technologies can avail of the services by visiting the Common
Service Centres (CSCs). The bottom line is that the Mee Seva is a system, by which documents
and certificates, pertaining to individuals, are issued by the Government through a common
kiosk. There is no waiting time, no multiple visits to the offices, no pleading, no frustration – it’s
a genuine silent revolution.
“In democracy citizens should have access to necessary services from the government in a
transparent, fast, hassle-free and painless manner”
What are the key features of the Mee Seva programme? Provide us with an overview of the
infrastructure that is being used for deliveryof the services.

The Mee Seva programme uses advanced solutions for enabling secure and transparent
transactions. There is PKI integration for digitally signing the certificates or documents. The
legal validity of the digitally signed certificates is ensured through Andhra Pradesh IT Rules
(Electronic Service Delivery), 2011. There is integration with Cyber treasury for seamless
transfer of trans-action fees collected. The success of Mee Seva is mainly due to the fact that
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this programme is designed to make the best use of IT infra-structure like State Data Center
(SDC), State Wide Area Network (SWAN) and Common Service centres (CSCs) created under
NeGP initiative of Government of India. MeeSeva is a true convergence of all these NeGP initiatives in rendering G2C services in a transparent, fast and secure way.

Tell us about the technology and security related features that are being used in Mee Seva.

The entire solution is hosted in a state-of-art State Data Centre with a robust infrastructure. As
the developed system is a web based one, deployed at a central location, it is easily accessible
by all the stakeholders, anytime and anywhere. The entire web-based solution has been
developed on Microsoft. NET (Framework 4.0) technology using ASP.NET for application
development with MS SQL.Server 2008 R2 as the database platform. It is incorporated with PKI
Engine and Payment Processing systems. Current system can be scaled up horizontally or
vertically based on future needs and requirements of Government as well as Departments. At
the Kiosk or SCAs the citizen’s request for services are collected. These requests are routed
through the web services to the respective departments.

WORK – FLOW IN ME SEVA
















CSC Operator enters the details in the Online Application Software and issues a receipt
to the applicant
There may be a need to submit supporting documents as per the checklist. These paper
documents are digitised by adding a scanner and uploading the scanned documents
Citizen comes to Common Service Centres (CSC) for submission of application for
certificates
Applicant purchases and fills up a Physical Application Form
Tahsildars/Sub-Registrar/authorised officer logs on Online Portal with his User ID
/password/Digital Certificate and downloads the Applications and carries out
Field/Office verification
If the record is not available as a hard copy, the record shall be created following the
due process and digitally signed and uploaded by Tahsildars
Most of the records have already been scanned/entered and digitally signed by the
authorised officer and placed in the respective databases for access. However, if the
record is not available, the record has to be physically digitally signed by Tahsildars
uploaded in the online portal
All the digitally signed certified copies are stored in the SECR
Kiosks take printouts and deliver the Certificates to the applicant’s address through
courier and update the delivery details in the online portal. An SMS is then sent to the
Applicant’s mobile number with the certificate delivery details
In case if the application is rejected due some reasons, Tahsildar has to enter the
reasons for rejection and change the status of the application to closed status in the
online portal
Kiosks take printouts of all the Memos of the rejected Applications and deliver the
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Memos to the applicants address through courier and update the delivery details in the
online portal.

So how do the respective departments process the citizen requests that come in through the
Mee Seva web interface?

In order to the process the citizen requests that have been received by any department, the
department user has to log into MeeSeva programme with secured user ID, password and
digital certificate. Once logged in, the department user can see all the requests submitted by
the citizens at various kiosks like APOnline, eSeva or the CSC centres. The department user
processes all the requests by conducting field verification and updates the status and remarks
accordingly on MeeSeva portal. This application for implementation of these kinds of programs
reduces lot of manual efforts in consolidating the data and makes decision making fast and
easy. The thing is that you should not see MeeSeva as a purely IT initiative. It is, in fact, a multidepartmental, multi-location, technology-rich initiative, in which Department of Revenue,
Registration, Municipal administration, Education and service delivery channels are deeply
involved. The scope of the MeeSeva programme is so vast only because of the involvement of
large number of key departments.
But the nodal role in getting the MeeSeva implemented has been played by IT&C
Department. What is the crucial role that the Department of IT&C has played in development
of Mee Seva?

As I already said, the main reason behind the success of the Mee Seva is the involvement of
large number participating departments. The participating departments have supported well in
delivering their departmental service through Mee Seva by organising trainings for their
departmental staff and following up with the progress of Mee Seva and adhering to the
timelines. However, the IT&C Department has played the role of the key catalyst in the entire
process. The IT&C Department convinced all other departments of the utility of this concept
and got their processes re-engineered to suit the technology. The department evolved the
concept, became the main implementer and technology partner. It developed the project, got
the necessary approvals and budget, and grounded it. Important components of the Project
such as creation and updation of databases, developing of front-end and back-end applications,
strengthening of connectivity, procurement of digital signatures and training of field
functionaries in their usage were identified; The establishment of additional CSCs was also an
important target. The role played by the media in popularising the initiative must also be
recognised. Posters, hoardings, advertisements pro-active reporting have all played a role in
stabilising this initiative in urban as well as rural Andhra Pradesh.
Mee Seva is an example of a very effective e-Governance programme. What is your vision for
e-Governance in general? In your opinion, why is e-Governance important?
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I think the essence of democracy lies in the fact that the citizens should have access to all the
necessary services from the government in a transparent, fast, hassle-free and painless manner.
After all, governance is all about providing better services to deserving citizens. The manual
methods of service delivery have lot of drawbacks, all of which need to be summarily removed.
Efficiency in matters of service delivery should be taken as an essential duty by the Government
servants rather than as a burden. While it is true that these certificates and documents issued
by the Government authorities are very useful for the citizen, it is also true that these have
been mandated by the Government itself, hence the citizen has no choice but to approach the
Government officers for their issuance – and this situation should not be exploited. eGovernance programmes like Mee Seva have had the effect of making services easily accessible
to the citizens. Our analysis shows that in 90 percent of the cases, the certificates can be issued
within 15 minutes of request being filed on Mee Seva. This is undoubtedly a great achievement
and possible only under e-Governance.
Can you give us some idea of the cost that is being incurred by the user in availing of Mee
Seva services?

We have endeavoured to put minimum amount of burden on the shoulders of our users. There
are two broad category of services being provided under Mee Seva – the Category A services,
and the Category B services. The Category A services are those for which the databases are
already available, and all that the CSC operator needs to do is access the data-bases and pull
out the information; which then gets printed and given to the user. The cost to the user in
Category A service is Rupees 25. The Category B services are those in which some kind of workflow is required at the level of issuing authority. This work-flow might include field inquiries,
etc. The cost to the user for availing Category B services is Rupees 35 only. For Printing of more
than 1 page an amount of Rupees 2/ per page is charged. The cost for the Application Form is
Rupees 2. The manual systems for service delivery cost much more and also take much more
time. The citizen is also forced to waste time and money in travel costs and other areas.
You will agree that even the best created systems can prove to be difficult for some citizens
to access. What systems have you developed to provide more information to the citizens or
to provide them guidance in case they are unable to take full advantage of the Mee Seva due
to any reason?

We do have a comprehensive system in place for problem resolution. The citizens who are
facing any problem can call at the MeeSeva all centre number at 1100 and register their
complaints or seek information. The MeeSeva website also has a comprehensive FAQ section,
where all kinds of information is listed in an easy to understand format. The MeeSeva website
also has a Help Desk. Users can directly send mails to this help desk for suggestions, complaints
and grievances. There is an easy to use tracking system for all the requests that have been filed
at MeeSeva. Request Tracker is easy to use, as one screen records all information about a single
request. Extensive search capabilities allow users to use the program’s database to identify
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similar problems or requests that were handled in the past, making the solutions instantly
available.
As citizens are using the Mee Seva service to download important personal documents, so
security can be an area of concern. What kind of security measures have you implemented on
the Mee Seva website to safeguard the privacy of the citizens?

The entire ownership of the data vests with the Department itself. All the data is located in colocated servers owned by the Department and located in a highly secured environment in SDC.
Additional hardware has been provided to some Departments from IT&C Department on needbasis. NMS is in place and firewalls are functional. At the application level, Mee Seva application
has been security-audited initially by a Cert–in certified Agency and by STQC and the
deficiencies have been rectified. Class-3 digital signatures have been issued to all the
Departmental officers and kiosk operators for accessing Mee Seva portal for delivery of
services. All the certificates issued are being stored at the SECR for future on-line verification
through the portal. SECR also serves as a repository, where certificates issued under Category B,
which involve Departmental work-flow and field level verification, are stored and can be
reissued second time across the Counter. The Mee Seva Portal is integrated with PKI
components for authenticating the respective individual for accessing the portal as well as for
processing the requests through digital signatures. Mee Seva Portal uses standard Web
technologies and techniques such as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL),HTTP redirects, cookies,
JavaScript, and strong symmetric key encryption to deliver the single sign-in service. The sign-in,
sign-out, and registration pages are centrally hosted in the MeeSeva Portal.
______________________________________________________________________________
Source URL: http://egov.eletsonline.com/2012/11/mee-seva-the-silent-revolution/
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eINDIA2012, the Largest ICT event is scheduled for a Curtain Raiser Program on October
15 at The Park Hotel, Rajbhavan Road, Hyderabad, before it is convened in November this year.
The event will be launched along with the launch of Mee Seva Portal and MeeSevaAirtelMoney Services of Government of Andhra Pradesh.
Sri.Ponnala Lakshmaiah, Hon’ble Minister for IT & Communications, Government of Andhra
Pradesh will launch eIndia and the mee seva services.
The Government of Andhra Pradesh is hosting eIndia 2012 (www.eindia.net.in), the 8th edition
of India’s largest and most prestigious ICT event, along with Elets Technomedia Pvt. Ltd. The 1st
Anniversary celebration of Mee Seva will also be held alongside the event, which is being
convened from 15-16 November, 2012 at Hyderabad International Convention Centre (HICC),
Andhra Pradesh, India.
eINDIA is being supported by Ministry of Commerce & Industries and Ministry of Urban
Development, Unique Identity Authority of India, Govt of India, All India Council for Technical
Education (AICTE); United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO);
National Council for Education Research and Training (NCERT), National Assessment and
Accreditation Council (NAAC) and Directorate General of Employment & Training(DGET),
Ministry of Labour & Employment, Government of India.

______________________________________________________________________________
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VIJAYAWADA, September 11, 2012
U. 100 to 150 Mee Seva centres to be set up in each district

The Hindu Secretary for Information Technology and Computers Sanjay Jaju addressing at a
regional workshop on Mee Seva in Vijayawada on Monday. Photo: Ch.Vijaya Bhaskar.
TOPICS

A workshop conducted by the Department of Information Technology and Computers in
Vijayawada brought out targets to extend Mee Seva services to the people
The Government proposes to open 100 to 150 Mee Seva centres in each district, secretary for
IT Sanjay Jaju has said.
Addressing a group of Joint Collectors from nine coastal districts, or their representatives,
officials associated with Mee Seva services, he said that the services that began with just 11,
have been increased to 34.
A day-long workshop conducted by the Department of Information Technology and Computers
in Vijayawada on Monday brought out the targets set by the government to extend Mee Seva
services to the people.
Mr. Jaju said that the total number of applications or requests received at the Mee Seva centres
in the district from November 4, 2011, to September 10, 2012 was 39,77,495. Out these
13,35,451 A-category transactions 26,42,043 B-category transactions have been processed
within the Citizen’s Charter time limits.
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Over 150 issues, some of which were problems cropping up at Mee Seva centres and
suggestions to improve the quality and quantity of the services being extended to the public,
were discussed at the workshop.
The IT Secretary said that a similar workshop would be conducted at Tirupati soon.
Source URL:http://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/Vijayawada/100-to-150-mee-seva-centresto-be-set-up-in-each-district/article3884314.ece
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V. AP Govt to expand Mee Seva scheme
Amit Mitra

Ponnala Lakshmaiah, Minister for Information Technology. (file photo)
NEWS

Mee Seva services to go up to 100 by Dec AP to create online student database
TOPICS

India
Andhra
computing and information technology e-governance
Hyderabad Aug 31:

Pradesh

The Andhra Pradesh Government is expanding its Mee Seva scheme across the state to provide
greater electronic access for people to government services.
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The scheme was launched in Chittoor district in November last year, with 12 services on offer,
including revenue department and registration services. Currently, 3,500 centres are being
operated by the state.
Ponnala Lakshmaiah, Minister for Information Technology, said efforts were on to add another
1,500 outlets by December this year.
“Subsequently, we will have a network of 6,000 centres,” he told mediapersons here today.
The Government will also take the total number of services provided through the scheme from
the current 35 to 100 by that time.
New services will include municipal-level services such as water connection and police services
like filing of FIRs or requesting for ‘bandobast’.
“Today an average of 51,000 transactions is happening through the Mee Seva counters. We
expect this to grow to two lakh a day when the full infrastructure for the scheme is in place,”
Lakshmaiah said.
He said the scheme had caught the attention of the Centre, which is keen on working out a
similar scheme for other states.
Source URL: http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/news/states/article3843823.ece
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MACHILIPATNAM, May 3, 2012
W.Mee Seva service will help reduce corruption
See Your Ad On Google - Advertise Your Business On Google. Get A Free Rs. 2,000 Trial
Coupon!www.Google.com/AdWords
Staff Reporter

Chief Minister N. Kiran Kumar Reddy launching the "mee seva" at a programme of Prajapadham
in Machilipatnam, Krishna Distict on Wednesday. Photo: V. Raju
TOPICS

IndiaAndhra Pradesh
Chief Minister N. Kiran Kumar Reddy launched 'Mee Seva' services here on Wednesday. The
‘Mee Seva' is likely to bring down corruption to the tune of Rs. 2,500 crore to Rs. 3,000 crore in
the State. The government has estimated that two crore transactions would take place at ‘Mee
Seva' centres by the end of this year, according to the Chief Minister.
At present, 30 services have been brought under the purview of ‘Mee Seva'. The services
related to revenue and registration department such as adangal, ROR-1B, FMB, integrated caste
certificate, residence, income and registration were available at the centres.
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By end of this year, the people could avail 100 services at ‘Mee Seva' centres, which is an easy
and faster online transparent facility to provide citizen with convenient access to the
government services.
The government has fixed time limit for every service. The applicant could lodge complaint with
district collector concerned from the phone facility provided at the centre. The government
wanted the things to go in a transparent manner. The people were wasting time and money
even for simple services also. They were running from pillar to post.
The ‘Mee Seva' would ease all these problems, Mr. Reddy said. IT Minister Ponnala Lakshmaiah,
Infrastructure and Ports Minister Ganta Srinivas, District in charge Minister Galla Aruna Kumari,
Secondary Education Minister K. Parthasarathy, Machilipatnam MP Konakalla Narayana Rao,
MLC Paladugu Venkat Rao, MLAs Perni Venkata Ramaiah, Jogi Ramesh, Yelamanchili Ravi, D Y
Das, Padmajyothi and others were present.
Keywords: Mee Seva
_____________________________________________________________
Source URL:http://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/Vijayawada/article3379594.ece
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E) Video Links

1) MeeSeva on Nov 3rd 2011
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftBQtfxndYw
2) MeeSeva Workshop on 19th Feb 2013

http://www.hybiz.tv/Mee-seva/171380
3) Aadhaar Services on MeeSeva

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B_X3cUgaxisIazZ5SEpSaEd5SEE/edit?usp=sharing&pli=1
4) MeeSeva Electronic Display Board Launch

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bRajfanAjnc
5) MeeSeva Commemoration of 1 Crore transactions – Chief Minister
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Id-7K8rfxAA
6) MeeSeva Commemoration of 1 Crore transactions – IT Minister
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gNitXy_Rx2c
7) e-India 2012 inaugural Session – Chief Minister
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_dCkHctQw78
8) e-India 2012 inaugural Session – Secretary IT&C
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zVA5xIJn9hE
9) Advantage AP – Secretary IT&C
http://www.hybiz.tv/Sanjay-Jaju---Secretary--IT---C-Dept-/167667
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F) News Articles
1. http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/news/states/ap-to-simplify-service-delivery-throughmee-seva/article4269221.ece
Andhra Pradesh to have Right to Services: Kiran Kumar Reddy
2. http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/tp-andhrapradesh/mee-seva-centrescomplete-one-crore-transactions/article4297125.ece
Mee Seva centres complete one crore transactions
3. http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-in-school/promo-with-file-photo-of-it-ministerponnala-lakshmaiah/article4296439.ece
PROMO WITH FILE PHOTO OF IT MINISTER PONNALA LAKSHMAIAH
4. http://www.sakshipost.com/index.php/videos?task=play&id=1820
CM launches 16 more services under Mee Seva
5. http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/news/states/ap-to-simplify-service-delivery-throughmee-seva/article4269221.ece
AP to simplify service delivery through Mee Seva
6. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMdmpVIqGgE&NR=1&feature=endscreen
Sanjay Jaju - Interview at NASSCOM
7.
http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/news/states/ap-to-use-mee-seva-centres-foraadhaar-enrolment/article4432519.ece
AP to use Mee Seva centres for Aadhaar enrolment
8.
http://www.siasat.com/english/news/aadhar-services-will-now-be-available-mee-sevacentres-0
Aadhar services will now be available in mee-seva centres
9. http://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/Visakhapatnam/birthdeath-certificates-at-mee-sevacentres/article4414106.ece
Birth/death certificates at Mee Seva centres
10. http://www.meeseva.gov.in/APSDCDeptPortal/UserInterface/Manthan%20Award.htmlTHE
MANTHAN AWARD - SOUTH ASIA & ASIA PACIFIC 2012
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